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Issues Cotnmittee 
Discusses -Convention 
by Georgianna Glace 
The Egbert Union Board Issues 
Committee presented a panel 
discussion . Monday, September 
16th on "The Significance of the 
Democratic Convention". Mem-
bers of the panel included David 
Radin, past editor of· the Cornell 
Daily Sun; John ~archam, New 
York State delegate to the con-
, vention; Leonard Snow, local 
i lawver and active supporter of 
I Hubert Humphrey; and Dr. Rich-
ard De Molen, who served 'as host 
for the panel. 
The format of the discussion 
started with each member of the 
panel stating his own view, fol-
.lowed by ·comments of the panel-
, ist on the statements beard and 
concluding with a discussion open 
to the floor. 
Dr. De Molen opened the panel 
with the statement that the in-
tention of the Issues Committee 
to use forums, such a sthe panel 
discussion, is to "trigger further 
-comment in -Ithaca College it-
self." He also added that he 
hoped the result would be a 
profitable dialogue between the 
students and faculty. 
The first speaker, John Mar-
cham, expressed bis views on 
: Senator Eugene McCarthy (John 
Marcham was a McCarthy dele-
gate elected in this district) and 
gave his overall feelings concern-
ing the Convention itself and the 
happenings outside the Conven-
tion. 
Dan.ce 
Company 
To Hold-
Auditions 
Vergiu Cornea, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Drama and Dance, has 
scheduled auditions for the Itha-
ca College.Dance Company at the 
downtown dance studio (off De-
Witt Park) Wednesday, Septem-
ber 25, and Thursday, September 
26, at 7 p.m. The balletmaster 
said, · "membership in the com-
pany is open to students, faculty 
and staff of alf departments." 
Cornea also announced a tenta-
tive spring itinerary for the com-
pany which includes a tour of 
Finger-Lakes' colleges and uni-
versities and an appearance at 
Carnegie Hall. He revealed that 
negotiations are under way with 
the Liberian government for a 
summer tour of that country. 
Cornea, who formed the Ithaca 
College Dance Company in 1967, 
resigned thls summer from the 
Vergiu Cornea Dance Company 
which be bas led for seven years. 
At that time Cornea cited as rea-
sons for bis resignation his "de-
sire to devote more time to the 
new performing arts center and 
to llly new company. (sic)" The 
old company, which is subsidized 
by the Ballet Guild of Ithaca, will 
no longer bear Cornea's name. 
On Thursday night at the end 
of the Convention, about 2,000 
people met and took a pledge 
that the kind of "railroading" 
which happened during the Con-
vention would not happen again. 
Of these 2,000 people, approxi-
mately 1,000 of them were dele-
gates ..having legal vote. With 
this comment, Mr. Marcham clari-
fied some of the delegates' feel-
ings about the Convention. 
David Radin, present editor of 
a new underground newspaper 
called the Scimitar, presented a 
dctmnostrator's story of the Chi-
cago Convention. Radin stressed 
the fact of police brutality and 
told of various incidents where 
this was shown. 
Leonard Snow had a different 
viewpoint of what happened on 
the streets of Chicago, but con-
sidered it irrevelent to the topic 
of the panel. 
One stl!tement which seemed 
interesting was Snow's admit-
tance of defeat. "I think we have 
picked a loser and that the dele-
gates have not picked a success-
ful candidate. Hubert Humphrey 
is a Liberal and the conditions 
of the time spell defeat." 
The discussion was open to the 
floor and questions and sugges-
tions were thrown to the panel. 
Lasting almost two hours, Dr. De 
Molen ended the panel with no 
definite points settled, in the 
hopes that the insights given 
would be a cause for further 
thought on the part of all. 
Two questions put forth by 
Dr. Frank Spicuzza after the 
panel had ended may help in 
furthering thought: 
1. Do you feel that the tele-
casts of the Democratic Conven-
tion were oversimplified and over-
dramatized to gross distortion? 
2. Don't you feel the T.V. script 
would have undergone some al-
teration if Daley had acted on 
the notion he once entertained of 
supporting Ted Kennedy instead 
of Humphrey? 
Holding diplomas in stage arch-
itecture and interior (jesign from 
the Rumanian Royal Academy of 
Art and the degre of mistertanzer 
(master dancer) from the German 
Ministry of Culture, the Ruman-
ian born Cornea bas been cele-
brated throughout Europe. He 
has been first dancer at the Ber-
lin Comic Opera, balletmaster at 
the Hamburg State Opera, and 
has appeared in German motion 
pictures and on European and 
American television. He was the 
first. European dancer invited by 
the United States Information 
Please turn to page 2 
Ithaca, New York Friday, September 20, 1968 
Watts Fr<ee U niver§ity Mee1t§ 
To Open For Registration 
Concert ll)aly Calls It 6 lPretentiimlls' 
Series by Richard Eaton The Free University for Social J 'deny hypocrisy," to create "time-
Action took another step toward liness" and "feel Human". Miss 
Pianist Andre Watts will open becoming a physical reality Tues- Longaker cited what she felt were 
the 1968-69 Ithaca College Con- day, after the holding of a panel examples of these problems as 
cert Series at 8:15 p.m. Thurs- discussion and student registra- well as the manner in which the 
day, Oct. 3, at Walter Ford Hall. tion in the Union Recreation Free University could help to fill 
Subscriptions for the entire Ro'om. the needs. 
series, which includes cellist The approximately 200 students Mrs. Garland described what 
Jacqueline Du Pre, the Israel who attended the discussion heard benefits could be gained by both 
Chamber Orchestra and baritone short talks by Susan Longaker, the faculty and the students 
Hermann Prey, may be obtained Peter Orville, Martha Garland, through association with FUSA. 
at the Music School office until and Marylee Taylor on the goals, She stated that not only would 
Sept. 26. Individual tickets for importance and working mechan- the courses be of interest but that 
the Watts concert, if available, ics of FUSA. through the examination of the 
will go on sale at 9:30 a.m. Fri- Miss Longaker named what she Liberal Arts College "there could 
day, Sept. 27, at the Egbert Union felt were three problems and be great benefit to Ithaca Col-
desk. three needs of the modern uni- lege's Curriculum." Mrs. Garland 
Watts is noted as an interpre- versity. These are the problems of concluded by saying that FUSA 
ter of romantic composers, es- "hypocrisy, irrelevancy and im- was neither "a condemnation or 
pecially Mozart, Beethoven, personality" and the need to I substitute for Ithaca College" and 
Brahms, Chopin and Liszt. He will -----------------------------
begin his Ithaca recital with 
"Rondo in A minor, K.511" by 
Mozart and two Chopin Noc-
turnes: G minor, Op. 37, No. 1 
and C-sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 1. 
He will also play Debussy's color-
ful "Estampes." 
The second half of the program 
will be devoted to music by Fra1;1z 
Liszt, including the Nocturne "En 
reve"; "Schaflos, Frage und Ant-
wort"; "Hungarian Rhapsody No. 
3" and "Sonata in B minor." 
In 1963, when Watts was 16 
years old, Leonard Bernstein in-
troduced him coast to coast as 
soloist with the New York Phil-
harmonic Orchestra in a televised 
Young People's Concert. After 
his spectacular performance, he 
substituted at a regular Phil-
harmonic concert for the ailing 
Glenn Gould and won, in the re-
port of "Life" magazine, "the sea-
son's wildest ovation." 
In the intervening five years, 
Watts bas graduated from a 
Philadelphia school and is en-
rolled at the Peabody Conserva-
tory in Baltimore, where be is 
studying 'for a Bachelor of Music 
degree under Leon F1eisher. He 
has made successful and repeated 
appearances with the major U.S. 
symphonies, European tours and 
a world tour for the U.S. State 
Department. He practices a mini-
mum of six hours daily. 
Watts, son of a Hungarian 
mother and American career 
soldier, spent his early years in 
Germany. Later, when the family 
moved to Philadelphia, he won 
an appearance at age 9 with the 
Philadelphia Orchestra. He was 
soloist with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra on several occasions 
before his national debut in New 
York. 
Dante Scholar ·to 
Speak Wednesday 
Professor John Ciardi 
Having recently completed .--------------, 
DA's CHANGE DUTIES three years as John Holmes Visit-
ing Professor of Poetry at Tufts 
University, John Ciardi, one of 
the foremost American poets, will 
appear here on Wednesday, Sept. 
25, at 8:15 p.m. in the Union 
Recreation Room. His lecture is 
entitled "What Good Is A Col-
lege?" In addition to serving as 
Poetry Editor of Saturday Re-
view and as its most acclaimed 
columnist, Professor Ciardi is 
working to complete his transla-
tion of Dante's "Divine Comedy" I 
for publication in 1968. 
Professor Ciardi has served for 
eleven years as Poetry Editor 
•of the Saturday Review. These 
have been years of liveliness, 
controversy, and insight. No 
other American poet has so in-
vigorated the discussion of poets 
and poetry today. 
Boston bred, Professor Ciardi 
received his B.A. magna cum 
laude, from Tufts University in 
1938, and his M.A. in 1939 at the 
University of Michigan, where 
he also was granted the Hop-
The Ithacan has learned 
that Donn Advisors on cam-
pus no longer exercise disci-
plinary authority. In the resi-
dences this authority has been 
transferred to the House 
Councils, who in some cases 
did not want to assume this 
responsibility. 
However, in several dorms 
there are House Councils still 
to be elected. In the wo-
men's dorms these elections 
were to have taken place last 
year, but several dorms did 
not carry this out. Therefore, 
there is no one to handle 
discipline problems there. 
In the men's residences the 
House Councils have not been 
elected at all. In addition 
many DA's do not know that 
they have been relieved of 
their disciplinary duties and 
are to act strictly in advisory 
capacities. 
that 5he hoped the Free Univer-
sity would "be absorbed" by the 
college. 
Miss Marylee Taylor, Ithaca 
College Dean of Women, spoke on 
what she felt was the necessity 
for "student inovlvement." Dean 
Taylor said that she hoped FUSA 
would help to develop a sense 
of "social awareness" among the 
college community. 
Mr. Orville addressed himself 
to the "working order" of the 
Free University, saying that in 
addition to the classes there would 
be "activities" which would con-
cern "social action." Mr. Orville 
also said that classes are sched-
uled to begin the first week in 
October but that each group will 
have a "preliminary meeting" the 
last week in September. 
After the opening statements, 
Mr. Martin LaForce, the meeting's 
moderator, opened the meeting to 
questions. Mr. Richard Daly of 
the Ithaca Colelge history de-
partment asked if he might gain 
the floor to give his "analysis" of 
FUSA. Mr. Daly went to the mic-
rophone and began his remarks 
by saying that he found the lan-
guage used by the Free Univer-
sity's eCntral Committee in one 
of its handouts to be "intellectu-
ally pretentious and professional-
ly insulting." He rejected what he 
felt to be the FUSA philosophy 
that "all social problems could 
be solved by rational means." l\Ir. 
Daly said that he felt ''education 
is to understand to appreciate 
and to know" not necessarily to 
"solve". Mr. Daly also took issue 
over the subject of timeliness, 
saying "there is too much em-
phasis on the here and now" and 
that he questioned whether or 
not the "function of the college 
is to make activists of us all." 
Mr. Daly also warned "underclass-
men especially not to rush into 
the F .. ee University" lest they 
"undermine" their "true educa-
tion." Despite this warning many 
of the students present registered 
for FUSA classes following the 
question and answer period at the 
conclusion of ~Ir. Daly's remarks. 
Most of the questions during this 
period were directed to Mr. Daly. 
At this time he made it clear 
that he did not oppose everything 
about FUSA but that he did object 
it replacing a student's emphasis 
from his regular college studies. 
§aurn.n y Dance 
Tonight 
by Jim Mugavero 
Sigma Alpha Nu Fraternity is 
sponsoring a rock dance tonight, 
Sept. 20, in the Union Rec. Room 
I 
beginning at 8:30 p.m. Providing 
the exciting sounds will be the 
"Creative Act" who are returning 
\ to LC. after a superb debut here In recent years the Finger-
Lakes' circuit has been trouped 
by such dance notables as Paul 
Taylor, Martha Graham and Merce 
Cunningham. It is no ordinary 
achievement then, that the Ithaca 
College Dance Company is joining 
this circuit. But Vergiu Cornea is 
no ordinary balletmaster. Assistant Professor Vergiu Cornea Please turn to page 11 
More details on the state of 
Dorm Advisors will appear in 
the next issue of Tho Ithacan. 
two weeks ago during the "Meet 
the Bombers" dance. Cold beer 
will be on tap the entire evening 
at a price less than that in the 
Pub. Admission is only a buck. 
The dance is a good place to get 
psyched before our first football 
game Saturday. 
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Underground 
Newspaper To 
Be Published 
Drug Committee Tries 
To Educate 
Pasternack, New Faculty Grace 
BakerTo Speak Art Department 
by Richard Anderson Next Weekend by William Bigelow 
by Georgianna Glace 
The Scimitar, a new under-
ground newspaper, is now being 
published in the Ithaca area. 
Articles, pictures, cartoons and 
a special section on poetry are 
found in the first issue of the 
Scimitar. The stories range from 
the Convention in Chicago to the 
new age of music, with the "Latest 
on the JFK assassination" and 
"Poems from Harlem" all worth-
while reading. 
David Radin, past editor of the 
Cornell Daily Sun, (1967-68), is-
sued the first edition earlier this 
week. It is being published week-
ly and is now on sale at the Eg-
gert Union desk. 
According to Radin, "the tone 
of the newspaper is a hippie fag-
got newspaper with Leftist over-
tones, basically trying to appeal 
to the psychotic community 
which I believe is very large." 
"The President has ordered 
that all cases of drug abuse be 
directed to the Illegal Drug Con-
trol Committee. The Committee 
will investigate and hear individ-
ual cases as they are brought to 
faculty or administrative atten-
tion. Every effort will be made 
to effect rehabilitation so that 
the student may remain in col-
lege. Only in those instances 
when the student fails to respond 
will he be referred to the Presi-
dent's Disciplinary Committee 
with a recommendation for dis-
missal." This is a statement of 
procedure quoted from an article 
by Dr. J. David Hammond, direc-
tor of the College Health Service 
and chairman of the Illegal Drug 
Control Committee of Ithaca Col-
lege. 
The quoted statement describes 
alternatives neither of which are 
regarded with glee by the mem-
bers of the Drug Committee. They 
would rather eliminate drug 
abuse before it starts, through 
education, which seems an emi-
nently approvable method at an 
11Happy11 invites you and your date to meet 
Bloody Mary, for 50c, Saturdays from noon 
'til 7, at the •.• 
108 N. Aurora St. 
?.S.-Don't forget to join 1l'he Mug CBub. 
!BEAUTY MIST 
.ANNUAL HOSIERY SALIE 
Dress Sheers, Regularly $1 en Pair 
Sale Price $.79 
6 Pair Only $4.70 
Save 20 % on Other Styles 
210 Dryden Rd. - 273-8846 
educational institution. 
The Drug Committee members, 
besides Dr. Hammond, include a 
psychologist (Dr. Martin Rand, 
head of College. Counseling Serv-
ice), the Director of the Student 
Union (Mr. Lee 'Spangler, the 
Dean of Women, a faculty mem-
ber from each of the three 
schools of the college, and a 
selected group of 8 students, the 
group of largest representation 
in the committee membership. 
Their activities include weekly 
meetings to either deal with in-
dividual cases of drug abuse or 
simply to review and refine the 
drug prevention program. Also, 
in its first year of operation, the 
Committee last year began a pro-
gram of question and answer ses-
sions held in the dormitories. 
The members of the Committee 
made themselves available for 
invitations from dorm advisors to 
visit the dorm lounges to discuss 
any aspect of drugs the students 
had questions about. Thanks to 
this method,· a student could 
satisfy inevitable curiosity about 
drugs without a possibly hazard-
ous venture into first hand ex-
perience. 
This policy of informal dorm 
meetings will be continued this 
year, if and when student interest 
warrants. 
Another aspect of the Drug 
Committee Program is participa-
tion in the orientation meetings 
for freshmen. This year, time for 
the drug committee was not pro-
vided for by orientation adminis-
trators. Therefore, feeling that 
the information missed is im-
portant and of interest to many 
freshmen, the Ithacan will pro-
vide that information in the form 
of a Drug Fact Sheet, to be pub-
lished in the next issue. The Fact 
Sheet will list the many kinds of 
drugs, the symptoms of their use, 
and the possible (in some cases 
definite) consequences of their 
abuse. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
It was announced today that 
professor of chemistry Robert 
Pasternack arid senior chemistry 
major Daniel Baker will address 
the parents weekend honors con-
vocation at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, 
September 28 in the Hill Physical 
Education Center. 
Professor Pasternack's address 
is entitled, "To Speak and. Be 
Heard" while Mr. ~aker will 
speak on, "The Students Relation 
to the University." As in the past 
all freshmen are required to at-
tend the convocation as a con-
tinuing part of their orientation 
program. 
- The weekend begins this year 
at 8:00 Friday morning when 
parents will begin . attending 
classes with their son or daugh-
ter. Registration will begin at 
3:00 and continue to 9:00 p.m. 
in the main lobby of Egbert 
Union. Other activities on Friday 
include a varsity tennis match 
against. Harpur College at 3:00; 
tours of the TV-Radio facilities 
from 7:00-9:00; a play, "Mary, 
Mary" at 8:15 in the Egbert Un-
ion recreation room; an 8:15 con-
cert featuring faculty artists in 
Ford Hall auditorium; and also 
at 8:15 a Gymnastic exhibition 
in the Hill Physical Ed,ucatfon 
Center. All of Friday's activities 
are free of charge. 
Among the new faculty of 
Ithaca College this fall are two 
members of particular interest: 
Professor of Art and Art Depart-
ment Chairman, Salvatore Grippi; 
and his wife, Assistant Professor 
of Art, Rosalind Grippi. 
Mr. Grippi, a professional 
painter, has had his works ex-
hibited throughout th.e world, in-
cluding international exhibitions 
and one-man shows. Having stud-
ied at the Arts Students League, 
Atelier 17, and under a Ful-
bright grant in Florence, Italy, 
Mr. Grippi has taught at the 
Cooper Union Art School and 
School of Visual Arts, both in 
New York City. Previous to his 
appointment to Ithaca College, 
Mr. Grippi taught at Pamona Col-
lege and Claremont Graduate 
School. 
·Mrs. Grippi, an Art Historian, 
graduated from Hunter College 
and is now a Ph.D. candidate at 
the Institute of Fine Arts, New 
York University, where she has 
received her M.A. Sixteenth 
Century Sculpture and Mannerist 
Art have been the subjects of her 
published works. As a Fulbright 
Scholar, Mrs. Grippi studied at 
the University of Florence, 
Italy, and since then has re. 
ceived a grant for research from 
the American Association of the 
University of Women. Mrs. Grippi 
has been a member of the faculty 
of the City College of the City 
University of New York, and of 
the California State College in 
Los Angeles. 
The Grippis, desiring to stay in 
the eastern United States, came ' 
to Ithaca this fall and have al-
ready organized a specific School 
of Art within Ithaca College _ 
the first in the college's history, 
The Bachelor of Arts and Bache-
lor of Fine Arts degrees in the 
Department oi Art have been 
initiated. According to the Grip. 
pis ,the art faculty this y~ar is 
a good one, and the completion , 
of modern, well-lighted studios in 
down-town Ithaca will be a great 
boon to the Art Department. 
Mrs. Grippi has also arranged a 
set of files containing slides of 
art work. This "library of art" 
will contain examples from most 
periods and artists. 
Ithaca College extends a hearty 
"Welcome!" to Mr. and Mrs. 
Salvatore Grippi and encourages 
them to continue with their 
scholarly achievements. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
On Saturday registration will 
again take place in the main 
lobby of Egbert Union from 9:00-
12:00 Noon. The honors convoca-
tion from 9:30-10:30 will be fol-
lowed by parent-faculty meetings 
and parent-faculty appointments. 
At 11:00 a.m. a buffet luncheon 
will be served in the Union, Ter-
race, and Towers dining halls. 
A varsity soccer game against 
Brockport starts the Saturday a£. 
ternoon activities. Varsity foot-
ball at 2:00 against Central Con-
necticut; a panel discussion at 
2:30 entitled "The 1968 Election; 
Points of View" will be held in 
Egbert Union; a TV production 
·from 2:00-4:00 in the performing 
arts center; a campus wide open 
house from 2:00-4:00; the annual 
TV-Radio and Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Parent-Student Banquet; a repeat 
performance of "Mary, Mary," 
the faculty artists concert, and 
the gymnastic eJhibition at 8:15 
round out the weekend activities. 
Photo by Pete Wilkins 
, Salvator~ and Rosalind Grippi 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance DANCE AUDITIONS 
Continued from page 1 
Center to tour West Germany 
after the war, and has received 
Off-Campus Reps To Be 
CHANTICLEER Elected October 5 
Joe ·Bogardus, chairman of the r 
election commission, said that the 
house managers have been asked 
by the commission to hold the 
elections for Student Congress 
Representatives in the Terrace 
Dormitories. 
• BEST SPAGHETTI 
ANO STEAKS 
~ 
2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 
~ 
STATE AND CAYUGA 
272-9678 
recognition from the French The Election Commission has 
Legation who sponsored his De- announced that elections for off-
bussy Recital in Milan, Italy. campus representatives will be 
Cornea's style (a bizarre com- conducted October 5, in the Stu-
bination of modem dance and dent Union. 
classical Ballet) reflects his study At the present time a letter is 
with the German modern dancers, ·being sent out to all the students 
Kreutzbrg and Wigman, and with living off campus indicating that 
the ballerina absoluta of the Mos; nominations must be filed by 
, cow and St. Petersburg Imperial September 30, in preparation for 
Opera, Vera Karalli. the election. i--------------------__;_ _________ _ 
Don't forget that corsage for your 
Mother on Parents' Weekend f 
RHO MU 1tHETA1 S 
CORSAGE SALE 
being held at U niorr6.obby 
Monday - Thursday - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
The other four members of· the 
commission include: Louis Push- i 
kin, John Beach, Jane Negri, and 
Jeannine Murray. 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE I RON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
Donohue.; Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
~ 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
( 
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Music School Adds 
Prominenf· Musicialill§ 
~!e{;!nc~:!~ Relocated If ~It If~-;-y ---,:-
in such places as public schools, ?'--··:. '. · ', -__ }~-?:· ,/">'.-
clinics, or hospitals. The new 1 ! , , .,- ,, ·; '.;,' --:··-' To Faculty 
The music school has added 
several new faculty members. 
Among them are two prominent 
musicians, Richard Esterman and 
Thomas Michalak. Mr. Estennan 
teaches music history, replacing 
Robert Prins who is on sabbati-
cal. :Mr. Estennan rece~ved bis 
B.A. at Berkeley. Durmg the 
years 1956-1959, be studied in 
Vienna, also studying conducting 
with Herbert von Karajan at the 
Mozarteum in Salzburg. From 
1960 to 1961 Mr. Estennan 
coached and directed the opera 
in Trier, Germany. He received 
a scholarship to study with Wal-
ter susskind in 1962 at Aspen. 
From 1962 to 1963, he was the 
assistant conductor with the Lit-
tle Orchestra Society in New 
York. Mr. Esterman received his 
masters degree from · Columbia 
in 1964. Since 1965 he has been 
working on his P.H.D. at N.Y.U. 
Clark Named 
Career Di·rector 
Alexander Clark, former direc-
tor of placement and career plan-
, ning at Columbia University, has 
been named director of services 
for career plans at Ithaca College. 
:Mr. Clark replaces Charles 
Lowe who resigned last spring 
to take a post with the Albert 
Schweitzer Foundation. 
A graduate of Boston Univer-
sity, where he earned his bache-
lor's degree in student personnel 
and guidance, Mr. Clark brings 
to Ithaca College experience that 
goes back to 1941 when he was 
a civilian personnel officer with 
the Army. His military connec-
tion changed from civilian to 
private at the start of World War 
II. He rose through the ranks to 
captain before becoming a civil-
ian again in 1946. 
For three years he was the as-
sistant to the director of per-
sonnel at Rockefeller Center, 
Inc., a post be left in 1949 to be-
come assistant ·director of stu-
dent placement on the faculty of 
Arts and Sciences at Harvard 
-~: University. 
I''! Mr. Clark returned to private industry in 1953 to take a post as personnel manager at Johnson & Higgins, a New York City in-
,f . surance brokerage. He joined 
~ the American Cyanamid Company 
as manager of college relations in 
Please tum to page 10 
J\urara lnn 
~
Since 11133 
Aur01t:on-ca1uca Lake 
Home.of 
Wells College 
IIOOMS e P'OOD • LOUNQI!: 
Suaday IS--10. 1:1:30-3:30. 5:30-S Weelt'?.s'!i~~\o\ IHI 
Owned b7,Wella Col.lep 
Mr. Michalak, is the conductor 
of the college orchestra, one of 
the two college strong orchestras, 
and a violin instructor. He stud-
ied at the Warsaw Academy and 
at Curtis Institute with Ivan 
Galamian. Mr. Michalak was with 
the Ballet Rousse de Monte Carlo 
in 1964. From 1966 to 1968 be 
was a member of the Philadelphia 
Orchestra, and the assistant con-
ductor of the Chamber Symphony 
of Philadelphia. It should be 
remembered that Mr. Michalak 
conducted this ensemble on cam-
pus last year. Along with his 
Ithaca College duties Mr. Micha-
lak is also the conductor of the 
Utica Symphony. 
We welcome these two fine in-
dividuals and hope to profit 
greatly from their presence here. 
MGB Briefs On 
Dorm Elections 
Robert Schandler, president of 
the Men's Governing Board, has 
announced that general dorm 
meetings will be conducted this 
week in Clarke Hall, Lyon Hall, 
Valentine, and the West TOwer. 
The major purpose of the con-
claves will be to discuss the elec-
tion of the House Councils, the 
Student Congress Representatives 
and members of a newly con-
ceived frosh advisory board. 
Schandler indicated that this 
year there would be no require-
ments on students wishing to run 
for house council in their dorms, 
hut that those running for stu-
dent congresss must not be on 
academic or social probation. 
On the topic of the Frosh Ad-
visory Board, he said that it 
would meet once a month with 
MGB and act in coordination 
Please turn to page 10 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHO~E 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
PATTERSON'S 
L-i•tj 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
<> 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
'\ 
. 
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ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert l. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 81 00 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
The new Ewing Clinic for 
Speech Pathology and Audiology, 
now located in the basement of 
Lyon Hall, is still experiencing 
the disturbed atmosphere of a 
move. However, the new location 
affords the advantages of being 
more compact, easier for patients 
to get to, and better facilitates 
for learning and treatment over 
its former location in the Arts 
and Science Building. 
clinic aids this purpose with a I r . -·-.. _, . · 
large workroom containing vari- l, : .. _ 
ous teaching aids, six therapy !~: ; :'·,.--:;: 
rooms, and an observation room '· ·.: :·: ·,: 
that allows the viewer to see and · ,' t':. : ,:'. -:, 
hear those in any one of three I:,<-, '.,-!-, ,, · 
therapy rooms without disturbing L ·',.> 
those in the rooms. It also pro-
vides two soundproof rooms for, 
hearing tests and research, and '1 
a separate research room. 
With a machine to analyze' , l 
Photo hy ,Ton 0Mtrov 
Originally formed in Septem-
ber, 1966, the department of 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
has grown from an undergraduate 
enrollment of 33 students to 
nearly 200 students. This rapid 
increase has set a pace that facul-
ty numbers and physical ac-
comodations have kept up with. 
Thus, the building of the new, 
more spacious clinic is in step 
with the expansion of the depart-
ment. 
voice patterns in such a specific 
way as to be able to pinpoint a 
particular voice and a machine 
to analyze hearing aids and fit 
them to certain hearing losses, 
the clinic is also developing its 
research aspects all important 
to speech pathology and audi-
ology. After all the advantages of 
the new clinic are considered, it 
is readily apparent that both stu-
dents and patients will be offered 
the best of facilities. It will serve \ 
New equipment being used in Speech Labs. 
The primary purpose of Ewing 
Clinic is to help prepare under-
graduate and graduate students 
to become speech and hearing 
therapists and eventually work 
the College, the community, and 
is constantly planning for future 
needs. 
CHEM-PHYSICS SEMBNAR 
PLANNED FOR.TUESDAY 
On Tuesday, September 24, Dr. 
Philip Rieger from Brown Univer-
sity will present a seminar on 
some of his recent researches. 
Dr. Rieger is a Physical Chemist; 
he is interested in the electron 
spin resonance of organic free 
radicals and transition m'etal 
compounds, electrochemistry, and 
solution physical chemistry. He 
received bis undergraduate train-
ing at Reed College, and obtained 
his Ph.D. from Columbia Univer-
sity. Dr. F. Ann Walker, Ithaca 
College Chemistry Department, 
bas worked with Dr. Rieger and 
their research has been pub-
lished in the Journal of Physical 
Chemistry. 
The seminar, open to the pub-
lic, will be held in room S-111 at 
4.30 p.m,, with coffee available at 
4:15. 
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MOE & WILL 
Patronize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Dorm l 2 
across from Pat's Tailor Shop 
Playtex·invents the first-day tampon"· 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! . 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kmd ... 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
is almost zero! r.t:" ~ i:;:", .. ,,_;..:::;;::;: 
~;~~a:ti the past? ~~_p}~~~~- '. 
,;~:::;::;;.":, tampons . 
.. _.._ ... '"'.::'~::!.~~ ... -~·-........... -. 
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Managing Editor . . . 
Business Manager ...... 
.... . . ..... . . .. ....... Alan F. Hyman 
Tl1t: Ithaca II has made the following pro-
posal to the admmistration: that Parent's 
\Vcckcnd be held four times during the aca-
demic year. \Ve certainly hope that this sug-
gestion will be accepted. It would mean so 
much to the physical plan of Ithaca College. 
How else could we get new grass planted. 
How else could we get new flowers, bushes, 
and shrubs. How else could we have work-
men busily finishing a staircase and paving 
walks. Hov,· else could any of these improve-
ments be accomplished without the threat of 
the approaching visit by parents. 
But also we wish some of the mone\· going 
into this greenery could be channeled for the 
students. If this money h:is been allocated to 
the Buildings and Grounds budget and not 
for the academic budget, then at least let the 
students benefit from this. 
\Ve pay $30 to park our cars. And what 
happens? Buildings and Grounds get orders 
from someone up above to take out the middle 
parking spacet. in the Gym lot. Approximately 
28 spaces arc gone. Even~ually trees and 
grass will be planted, perhaps in time for 
- Parent's \Vcckend next year. 
The two side lots near L lot remain unpaved 
with no administrative plans to pave them. 
The beautiful weed infested holes in L lot 
,vhere flower beds arc scheduled to be made 
( these holes have existed in this way for 19 
months) seem to be getting larger and larger 
each day. The lot opposite the Union N lot, is 
much too small for the number of students 
who need to use it. 
The faculty and staff lots arc all nicely 
paved and if they should park in a restricted 
area, they need not pay the ticket. The faculty 
club has many spaces set aside for its patrons. 
Let's all get behind a movement for Par-
ent's \Veekend four times a year. Perhaps if 
they come here often enough, the school will 
improve the parking conditions, if only for 
their convenience. 
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Although some may claim to enjoy its bene-
fits, we feel that the college housing at Quarry 
and Valentine dorms is substandard. Per-
haps not from a legal or technical point of 
view, but certainly from its appearance. 
Many students enjoy the privacy and other 
fringe benefits from living there, while many 
more are begging to be moved up on campus. 
The college claims .to have spent $30,000 
on improvements for Valentine over the sum-
mer. We spent several nights there at the be-
ginning of the term and couldn't find anything 
that could be called an improvement, save 
for new doors. The college also recalled that 
new mattresses were ordered and placed in 
the rooms at Valentine. If the mattresses slept 
on were new, then someone ordered very dirty 
new mattresses. 
We ask that only those students who want 
to live there be placed in those buildings. At 
Quarry, we are told, they tried to hold a fire 
drill the other night, but couldn't find or 
work the switch to set off the alarm. So they 
announced over the P.A. system, "This is a 
Tire drill . . . " Very efficient. Very safe. 
Editorial views reflect the opinion of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the consensus of 
the student body. 
All letters and articles submitted to the Ithacan become the property of the Ithacan. 
The Ithacan resreves the right to correct, edit, or refuse to publish any material sub-
mitted for publication. 
Subscription_: $10.00 per academic year. 
It seems inconceivable that the college can 
accept so many students and put off con-
struction of additional housing units for so 
long a time. 
Dorm 
Stimulates 
Activity One only has to look at a parent's face 
whose son or daughter was assigned to Quarry 
or Valentine and sec the look of disgust. This by Georgianna Glace 
is what they're paying $3400 a year for. The original principle of the 
\Ve had the problem of the tripled rooms "co-ed dorm" was to stimulate in-
last ycar,,which has been ~retty much settled. tellectual activity. It was felt that 
Why can t w: do s?methmg about the sub- the dormitory should be some-
standar_d housmg ~mts. T~e frosh class motto_ thing more than a building. The 
was quite appropnate. Lets ask those reponsi- dorm should carry on where the 
hie for dorm planning to "Give a damn!" professor leaves off. 
FU.SA 
by Peter Orville 
The Free University for Social Action officially started I 
with a panel discussion last Tuesday evening. Registration for : 
courses has already begun. The courses offered at this time are: I 
THE PLAYS OF ARTHUR MILLER ...... Dr. Ashur Baizer 
STYRON'S NAT TURNER AND TIIE CRITICS 
Dr. John B. Harcourt 
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY : IDEOLOGY, POWER, AND 
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS ............ Mr. Stewart Whitney 
BLACK PROTEST : WHITE REACTION . . . .. Mrs. Hickin 
BASES OF ETHICAL DECISIONS ...... Father Wm. Graf 
AMERICAN ETHNOMUSICOLOGY . Mr. William Broadwell 
ROOTS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ........ Dr. John Ryan 
THE NEW YORK TIMES VS. THE BERKELEY 
BARB ................................ Mr. David Radin , 
SOCIAL DIALECT PROBLEMS IN THE U. S. . 
Mr. Jack Weber 
LIBERAL ARTS OR REACTIONARY ARTS : AN 
Seeing Is Believing 
Since having a "co-ed" dorm is 
something new to the College, the 
process of selecting the partici-
pants was left to the number 
wanting to be in the dorm and 
the letters of recommendation re-
quired by each. The students have 
varied interE>sts, but all have 
one thing in common and this is 
that they are people who take 
something seriously. 
EXAMINATION ...... : ............. Dr. Martin Laforse 
EARLY JAZZ . . . . . . . . . . .... , ......... Dr. Martin Laforse 
EXPLOITATION OF STIJDENTS AND THE POOR I 
Photo by Jon Ostrov 
Students riding the bus downtown to their dorms are greeted by this sight at Valentine. 
Co=erll JLivn1I11g~ A Naturall Environment! 
An experiment in living at Ithaca College. 
That's what they called the co-ed dorm last 
year when the original plans were formulated. 
The dorm is now a reality, with over 100 men 
and women living in Holmes Hall. 
Most of the residents called it a very natural 
environment. If for no other reason than this 
alone, the co-cd dorm may be called a suc-
cess. \Vhile one of its purposes is. to foster 
educational understanding and group discus-
sions, the first few weeks of the school year 
have proved it to be a great place in which 
to live. 
Mr. and Mrs. Garland, the advisors in resi-
dence of Holmes Hall, are both extremely well 
liked and well respected. The atmosphere of 
the dorm itself is like no other dorm we have· 
ever seen. 
\Ve spent a most enjoying and stimulating 
evening there quite recently and were really 
amazed at the relaxed atmosphere prevailing. 
As the year progresses, we'll see how the 
the looks of things now, it should be most 
the looks of thinF;s now, it should be a most 
successful. We will be most interested to see 
exactly how t~e reaction goes and. hope that 
other dorms might be able to follow suit. 
Presently the experiment seems 
to be a success. No formal pro-
gram has been set up, but in-
formal activities have been taking 
place. 
On September 8, Dean Brown 
and Dean Taylor participated in 
a heated discussion with the 
members of the dorm. The dis-
cussion, which lasted almost two 
hours, -concerned the recent 
Democratic Convention held in 
Chicago. Other activities have 
been the nightly toucb:football 
game held on the lawn of Dorm 
I, staging of "As You Like It" 
(a Shakespearian play) and small 
groups of students cOIDDlenting 
on or gathering together for 
social or educational purposes. 
Mr. and Mrs. Garland, house-
parents of the "co-ed dorm" are 
promoting the idea of having 
real self-government. House 
Council elections are coming up, 
but in the meantime, temporary 
House rules have been set up. 
These rules have been suggested 
and voted upon according to Par-
liamentary Procedure. Since 
there are no officers it has been 
a real community spirit. The Gar-
lands have expressed the desire 
"that discipline and management 
be in complete control of the stu-
dents." 
This experiment could be a 
"flop" if the dorm turned apa-
thetic as most others tend to be 
and if the people talce advantage 
of the liberties involved. But, as 
of yet, the participants are on 
their guard to make it· a success 
and if · this quality remains 
throughout the year, it will be a 
SUCCESS. 
IN HOUSING . . . . . .................... Mr. Gary Esolen . 
Study of Curricular Offerings at Ithaca College 
Mr. Peter Orville 
Course Eval~a~ion Guide .............. Miss Susan Longaker 
. A des_cnpt1on _ of these courses and an application blank is · 
available m the literature rack in the Student Union or by 
writi_!lg FUSA, Box L-21, Ithaca College, Ithaca N. Y.,'14850. 
Many people have already responded positively to FUS:'\. 
Quite a few of the abov:e li~ted courses are already closed, and 
more responses a_re commg m regularly. Because of this app.u-
~ntly ovcrwhelmmg response, we will be offering more courses 
!n the near ~uture. We are open to all suggestions. If you have 
1d~a_s regardmg courses you want to sec offered, or if you are 
w1llmg to teach a course, please let us know soon. 
. The significance o_f the interest shown by students and 
facul~ members on this campus in the last few days, and. the 
commitments that have been made and will be made is not to 
be underemphasized. This shows once and for all that given the 
opportun_ity f?r. meaningful participation, the student at Ithaca 
College 1s w1llmg to cast aw~y his apathy and-become in-
volved. 
It would be wise for .the entire Ithaca College Community 
to ~akc _careful ~ote of the actions of and response to the Fn{e 
Umvers1ty. _I thmk th_at the efforts of Student Government, the 
Campus Life Committee, EUB, FUSA and the other im-
portant forces of campu_s will, during th~ course of this year, 
help to make our education more relevant to our lives. · 
VICTORIA 
RESTAURANT 
109 N. Cayuga 
for your favorite Italian 
food 
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i · • • I • 1 a I I a I 8 1 I I I 1 I a a e ·~ 
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I 
t 
I 356 ELMIRA RD. DANCING . every night • 
l Exotic Oriental Dancers 3 shows-10, 11, 12 0 Sundays - Rock & Roll 
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The Spectaton.-
by Pete Cowan 
Governor Rockcfclllcr has finally filled the vacancy left 
lJ\ the late Robert Kennedy in the U. S. Senate. He has chosen 
N,-w York State Congressman Charles Goodell. 
In making the difficult choice, Rockefeller voiced his 
d,·,irc to find someone who would maintain "a sensitive awarc-
nt,s of the feelings of the Kennedy family" as well as the 
necessary qualifications. Rocky's ideas arc sound. Kennedy was 
an elected official, voted into office because of his views on im-
portant issues of the day. It is only right to find someone whose 
,·icws coincide with those favored by the electorate. However, 
rh,s can lead to difficulties for Mr. Goodell as well as the people 
of New York State. Senator Goodell must overcome any fear 
of .1lienating Kcnnedyitcs and act in his own behalf. As New 
Yorkers, we must judge his actions not in comparison to 
\\hat Robert Kennedy would have done, but on whether or not 
they are in the best interests of the State and the Country. 
The popular political novel The Man, by Irving Wallace 
presents a similar, thcugh mu'ch mo~e involved. and ext~ei:ne 
s1wation The Man concerns a multiple death m the White 
House in which President, Vice President, and House Speaker 
;11 c killed. This leaves the President Pro Tempor of the Senate 
as President of the United States. In this case he is a Negro. His 
immediate problems are not just liased on his color. They arc 
based on tht• concern of the general public as well as the Presi-
dential Cabinet that the new President's policies might not 
co111cidc with those of the late, very popular President. Through-
cJ11t rhe book, the President has to cope with this distrust. He 
eventually learns to deal with problems in his own manner and 
,1nd do what he thinks is right, not what his predecessor thought. 
Senator Kennedy was a popular Senator with an important 
family name. Senator Goodell must learn not to be awed by this 
11;:me, but to rise and fall on his own merits. The public, too, 
has a lesson to learn. \Ve must accept him as our representative 
and not relate his work to Kennedy's. The Governor was right 
to chose a man who agrees with the late Senator, but that is as 
far as the comparsion should go. Senator Goodell must act as 
if he were the elected Senator and do what he thinks is right, 
and the public must learn to accept this. 
EU B: Your Way of 
Getting Things Done 
by Alexis White 
To all those who think the Let-
termen are a bummer: It might 
to too late to do anything about 
the upcoming Fall Weekend, but 
there is something you can do 
to make sure the remaining week-
ends are out of sight - join the 
Egbert Union Board. Have a say 
m what flicks are to be chosen 
for the film series, what groups 
are to perform at the dances, 
what topics the Issues Committee 
will discuss, and what guest 
speakers and performing artists 
are to be scheduled to appear at 
IC. If you are sick of varsity 
corn, then you belong on EUB. 
EUB is the mother earth for 
most activities on campus. If you 
want to start a Jim Morrison for 
President campaign, a civil dis-
order, or an Ithaca to Fillmore 
East helicopter service, then you 
should come to see us. We are the 
ones who give existence permits 
to the Free University, and Cam-
pus Life, (wherever they are.) We 
sponsor the Jefferson Airplane, 
the Issues Forum, John Ciardi, 
Andre Watts, and the Danish 
Gym Team, to name a few. The 
EUB has many committees, such 
as the Coffee House Committee, 
(which sponsored John and Carrie 
this last week and which intends 
to bring two other groups up here 
before December.) There also are 
committees for film, performing 
rats, social activities, and even 
recreation for all you ping pong 
and billiards addicts. EUB has an 
art committee which is responsi-
ble for the art shows displayed in 
the lounge of Egbert Union. And 
if advertising is your bag, why 
don't you join the publicity com-
mittee. 
FocucS· 
by George Budin 
"1 am not a B,afran soldier, I am a civilian, I came here to 
find my brothers and my .... " a burst of submachine gun 
fire rip:. the breath from the last sentence of a young man the 
same age as I am. A soldier who looks an awful lot like a guy 
I knew in High school is being carried by two of his buddies 
to a helicopter with a piece of shrapnel in his thigh. Another 
student is prodded into the patrol car, his left temple bloodied. 
I have watched it all on the CBS Evening Report brought to 
me in living color each night by the after shave lotion that 
makes "a man, all man." 
I believe all of us at some time in our lives have dreamed 
that some power placed him as the omnipotent but benign 
dictator of the planet Earth for a day. The world's problems 
could, in that dream world, be solved by a universal "kiss and 
make up." I would hazard a guess tht there is a sublimation of 
this dream manifest on many campuses today ( Ithaca in-
cluded). It shows for some, on a lapel adorned with a peace 
button or a McCarthy button even though "Gene" is now "out 
of the running." Sometimes, the dream takes on the form of 
flame consuming a draft card. We are the idealists; we will, in a 
very real sense, rule the world. Will we lose our optimism? 
I would rather not speculate on this but I cannot help but 
think that even Barry Goldwater was nineteen once. 
Perhaps the so-called and much t'alked about disease "es-
tablishmentitis" comes on only after thirty years of age but I 
suspect that certain symptoms of this can arise at age nineteen 
or earlier. The reason I say this is because I have just recently 
noticed to myself a common, everyday occurrence on this 
campus. Did you ever walk down the main quad during classes, 
there is another person farthC"r up, and he is coming toward you. 
You two are the only people on the strip. I know many times, 
in that situation, that person passed me, avoiding his glance, as 
if he were not there. 
Gone With fhe Windl? 
by Lauralyn BeHamy 
I am getting sick and tired of watching folks roll around 
in the swill of mint juleps, the sticky syrup of Southern drawls, 
and the endless procession of sun!.ets that seem to make "Gone 
With the Wind" timeless. If this film depicts an America that is 
timeless, rhis country is in worse shape than I imagined. The era 
of undisputed white supremacy, in all its noble, romantic, 
condescending sweep has, hopefully, been crippled if not dealt 
.1 mortal blow. 
Unless you live in a world of soap operas and love comics, 
it is doubtful that you have had the curious experience of 
knowing Rhett Butler or Scarlet O'Hara. They have been stock 
literary characters since I van hoe fell for Rowena. 
My dictionary defines timeless as "not more characteristic 
cf one period than of another." The literary forces at work in 
"Gone With the \Vind" arc a bit obscure as causes for our 
participation in the Vietnamese conflict. 
Possibly, to be young and white and to see this film is 
to evoke desires for undisputed supremacy, for grand entrances, 
ornamental women, and faithful darkies. Perhaps, being white, 
we cannot help but wistfully picture ourselves in Rhett and 
Scarlet's places; and sigh for an era that has very much "Gone 
With the Wind." 
!PRE-SEASON SKll SAlL!E 
(tl1 ii" 
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by Bob Joe 
\\'hen we ~aw "The Graduate", \\e saw ourselves. \Vhen 
we listened to the music, we knc'w It "was for us. lh, the spoiled 
middle class college youth of :\menca, beset with problems of the 
cumciencl', yet nen·r an~wenng these calb. And who could 
!.peak better, for !,Uch wod ul specimens, than Simon and 
Garfunkel. 
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel. Both arc from the New 
York metropolitan area and both have college educations. From 
what began a~ strictly fun 1s now a multi-million dollar oper-
ation. Too bad their music hasn't taken a proportionate leap. 
Now don't get upset. I like Simon and Garfunkel; being pan of 
"their" audience, it's very tough not to rest on your fat laurels 
and say "yeah, I feel that way too." And the music itself is 
excellent. Simon's melodics stay in the head, runn111g second 
perhaps only to Paul McCartney. Bemg an excellent tech-
nician, he blends his lyrics and music skillfully. But the lyrics 
bug me. There should be some change in the cour~e of three 
years. The only difference has been a shift from imagery to a 
style more 111 the vernacular. The contest remains the same; a 
recitation of the big bad Establishment into which we're being 
absorbed, coated with a 111ce even shell of self-pity. Can you 
find any difference between '"Sounds of Silence" and "i\Irs. 
Rob111son"? 
l\lany reviewers have called Simon and Garfunkel dis-
honest artists. That kind of cnt1c1srn just doesn't make it. If 
there is indeed dishonesty, 1t is inherent in the transfer from 
society to art. They would be more dishonest if they attempted 
to cloud their interpretations of what they feel and sec. Instead 
the criticism should be leveled at the manner in which they 
apply these interpretations to their work. Self-pity and hope-
lessness are two qualities upon which they dwell. How many 
times have you been caught feeling sorry for yourself-in your 
3000 dollar a year college room. Of course we can't blame Simon 
and Garfunkel for making us feel this way. But what a reflec-
tion of us. If we don't have the resources to right at least a few 
wrongs somewhere, who docs? This "let's talk then sit" bit is 
a lot of crap. 
lvlaybe_ we like to hear all about ourselves in song. But we 
might also get tired of that ugly reflection Simon and Gar-
funkel could take :1 tip from the success of the Dave Clark 
Five. They never changed and where arc they now? 
But Paul and Art might find something good in that. Then 
they could sing all about the problems of Oblivion. 
Have any of us would-be Scarlets stopped to consider how 
a black person would react to this D1xified Disneyland? In fact, 
have white people ever tried to imagine what it is like to be an 
Afro-American? How would most of us react to attending a 
predominantly black college? 
I am very interested 111 hcanng from members of the black 
student community on this campus. I would like to know your 
impressions, reactions and opinions of life on a predominantly 
white campus. If you are willing to participate, I want to put 
your experiences, thoughts, and feelings on film. This film would 
be a beginning, I hl)pe, in establishing an open dialogue on 
campus between the white and black communities; a chance 
for black students to tell It like 1t is. If you are interested in 
participating in this film experiment, please contact me at 3761 
or 273-9%2. 
Wcz $oaflfr ~Uoe 
<!M®UJJJ er;~ lnle u-caifru®vn 
The lively set is staging a wear-in of 
the newest suits in town. Here's where 
the action is for the back to-Campus 
bunch. 
HASKELL DAVIDSON'S 
[S[i'(Q)WIJ'i1Dll'\lg), l]{alJ'i1g ~ CCo. 
Cor. State & Aurora Sts. 
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OPEN 
Monday Evenings 
'til 8:00 p.m. I 
for Your Shopping Convenience 
#1###1•,,,,,,,,,,, 111••••••11###4###########l••14#####C#4###, 
TAUGHANNOCK 
FARMS INN ~ 
at T aughannock Falls State 1Pa1Tk 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
Serving During Week-days 5:00 ,~ 8:00 p.m. 
Sundays 12 noon to 7:00 p.m·. 
For Reservations Phone 387-7711 
HODDA 
Pine Valley Motors, Inc. 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA Phone 272 • 4912 
Open Tun. • Fri. Noon to 8 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Pasternack 
To Receive 
Grant 
The Petroleum Research Fund, 
administered by the American 
Chemical Society, has announced 
the award of an $11,160 two year 
grant to Dr. Robert Pasternack, 
Chemistry Department. The title 
of the supported researc,h is "Fast 
ITHACA 
8 
SERVI CENTER 
Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
<> 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<> 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
GRAN~~ 
OPENING 
today from 9 to 9 po mo 
today from 9 to 9 ·P.M. 
AT 
provide stipends for one or two 
students during the summers of 
1969 and 1970. 
Professor Pasternack studies 
the reactions of cobalt, copper, 
nickel and other transition metals 
with certain amino acids and 
other biologically interesting 
molecules. The reactions arc so 
fast that they can only be studied 
with sophisticated methods, such 
as the temperature jump appara-
tus which Dr. Pasternack has in 
his laboratory. Dr. Pasternack 
has been aided in his work by the 
research of Ithaca College stu-
~C:!,,., ~~ and Contact 
lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
Cl 
HICKEY1S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Reactions in Solution". It is speci-
fically intended to include under-
graduate participation, and will 
dents, including sophomore Es-
ther Gibbs and senior Danny 
Baker. Dr. P;isternack has col-
laborated in the past with Pro-
fessor Robert Plane of Corne!! 
and Professor Kenneth Kustin of 
Brandeis University; the three 
have carried on parallel re-
searches. 
EUB CHANGE (Cont.) 
Mssrs. Ralph Shortell and Le-
land Spangler, and Miss Sharon 
Staz arc the advisors for the Eg-
bert Union Board. But if you are 
afraid that your head is not 
where theirs arc respectively 
and/or collectively at, stay· mel-
low. Last year EUB revised their 
charter and did away with the 
veto power of the advisors. So 
voting is opened only to students 
on the Board; and e-vcryonc, you 
too, frosh, who is a student mem-
ber can vote. 
So tear yourself away from 
ITHACA 
Printing 
SERVICE 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
SAY "HAPPY NEW YEAR 
AND "GOOD YOMTOU" 
with cards from 
CIHARJAN'S 
Corner of State and Tioga 
Your Portrait • • • 
your stereo earP.hones and trip on 
over to room U-5 of the Egbert 
Union, at 7:00 this Wednesday, 
September 18, (we meet the 1st 
and 3rd Wednesday of each 
month), and do EUB. If you 
don't, my dears, then don't com-
plain when you discover that the 
Ohio Express and the 1910 Fruit 
Gum Co. arc doing their thing 
at I.e. You should have helped 
vote in Jeff Beck and Ten Years 
After - not to mention Charlie 
Byrd and Thelonious Monk. "Pip-
co." (As Frank Zappa would say.) 
Sheslow 
To Announce 
Football 
WICB Sports Director Don Ber-
man has announced that Stuart 
Sheslow, a radio-television sopho-
more, will handle color and analy-
sis for Ithaca College football 
games un WICB AM-FM. Sheslow 
played freshman basketball last 
year, and also assisted Don in 
a similar capacity in broadcast-
ing varsity basketball. 
Air time for tomorrow's open-
ing contest against ·west Chester 
will be 1:45, five minutes earlier 
Chan in previous years. 
Don has also announced that 
special coverage will be forth-
coming for other fall sporting 
events, such as soccer with Bob 
Yaasi, golf, tennis, and cross 
country with Lou Schmidt. 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitc_hen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
The Gift That Only You Can Give. 
-· 
Make your appointment soon for 
Christmas delivery 
GORDON CAMPBELL BUZZELL - Portrait Photography 
128 E. STATE ST. 272 -3473 
(Over Brooks Pharmacy - across from Kresge's) 
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ead to Get 
-~,Face Lift'9 
Flower Sale 
To !Be IHleOd 
s'. 
, \~ · C:C>UIPC>ll""A 
by Chris Angle 
What is happening to "the 
ead?" The great silver sculp-
ure, weighing approximat~ly 
hree tons, has been covered with 
transparent framework for over 
week. What is actually happen-
ng behind this cover? 
· ,. when we asked Mr. Herren, 
he director of college proper-
· es he replied that workmen arc 
cfi~ishing the sculpture with 
: wo coats of aluminum leaf, as 
t he sculptor, Jack Squier, speci-
ied. The framework was con-
·tructed to allow work to con-
inuc during wind and rain-
torms. This refinishing process 
· ill have to be repeated twice a 
ear, once in the fall and once be-
.. ore commencement, because of 
. he vandalism of I.C. students and 
thers who visit the cal!lpu~. 
After the refinishing bas been 
ompleted, debris will be cleaned 
ut of the-. pool surrounding the 
·sculpture. This pool will then be 
, illed with water and a pump will 
e added to keep the water cir-
1'': culating. 
~; . "The Head" was presented to I ,-J e school by Mr. Man •ille, a 
friend of Pres. Dillingbam's and 
a man who has watche._d the 
school grow into what it is, last 
Wedding Gowns, Tulle, t 
year after the convocation exer-
cises. The three ton silver ball is 
constructed of fiberglass over a 
steel base. It has been anchored 
in concrete on the roof of the 
Jecture hall. 
President Dillingham's feelings 
about the sculpture arc that stu-. 
dents should admire it, but be 
mature enough not to carve their 
initials' in it. If this vandalism 
does not cease, "the Head" may 
have to be removed from the 
campus. 
Specializing in 
ITALIAN FOOD 
<> 
Spaghetti; Ravioli, 
Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnoochi - _Braciole 
<> 
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 
<> 
On Friday, Sept. 20, and Mon-
day, Sept. 23, the Ithaca College 
Chapter of the American Institute 
of Biological Sciences will spon-
ser a plant and flower sale in 
front of Egbert Union from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. There will be a 
large selection of these photo-
synthetic organism, ranging in 
price from 5c to $2.00, pot in-
·cluded. 
The Union requests that stu-
dents calling the informa-
tion desk for telephone 
numbers, please call X3838. 
Your call will be handled 
·much easier and faster. 
() 
Ithaca Art 
and 
Fralrie Shop 
308 E. Seneca St. 
Castom Framing 
and Matting 
• Al't Supplies o ODs 
• Easels e Canvas 
• Wata o Stretched 
Colon canvas 
Phone AR 3-6321 
OPEN: Dally 9•5, Sat. 9•3 
l 
I 
• 4a;s;;a; 
~ CAYUGA CAR WASH 
GOOD EVIERY DAY 
Reg. Sl.50 
Exterior 
Wash NOW 99~ 
Ou-..J:i.ood Only With This Coupon 
Check Our Prices on Texaco Gas 
You'll Be Delighted 
4c OFF Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 6 p.m. 
PER GAL. Sat. 9 to 5:00 Sun. 9 to 1 :30 P.M. 
Paper Void After 11-1-68 
205 Elmira Rd., S. Albany Ext. - Ithaca, N.Y. 
SPECIALIZING ... 
STEAKS CHOPS LOBSTER 
PRIME RIBS OF BEEIF 
Visit Our New Char Pit 
See Your Steaks Being Charcoaled 
Lounge Opens 4 P.M. to l A.M. 
Dinner Served 5 P.M. to 10 P.M. 
FOR RESERVATIONS 273-0777 
1 
............. --o O O O Io O o O o O O •1 
FLORENCE'S t 
. Materia-ls & Crowns I 
; FOR SALE I 
11 Dre~, ±• o,de, 1· Look up L VIS for a draft and a dog ! 
j I Call 273-8268 + 
• i.-. • I I I I a I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Gia11t 
Poster 
lrom any photo 
•send any black Ill white or color 
photo (no negatives) and the name 
•Swingline"cutoutfromanySwingline 
package (or reasonable facsimile) to: 
POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165, 
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95 
cash, check. or money order (no 
C.O.D.'s). Add llllles tax where appli• 
I l .. ': cable. ( Poster rolled and mailed post· pnid) in sturdy tube. Original mo.te-:rinl returned undamaged. Satisfaction I 1t11nrQDtcld, 
Geta 
l Swingline 
, Tot Stapler 
,_ .. ~ -' ... -.... .. ~~..,~·- .. 
._ ......__...,.. 'I 
'',. ............. -.... ':.?.'"' ~~. ~ ~:fj 
",·~ 
11 '99e 
, 
.... 
Onchadiaa: 1000 stapln) 
l.vcer me CUB Deslc 
Stap!uanly$So69 ' 
. 
UnCOllditkmally puan!Nd. 
At any stationery, "YUiot,y, or bop1c atora. 
..s'~ INC. 
LONG ISLAND CITY,N.Y,1110! 
J 
TASTE FOR YOURSELF - A suc-
culent beer steamed hot dog 
and a cool, foaming stein. Am-
erica's 10-minute banquet. 
--ELM I RA ROAD 
Open 10 a.m. to 1 :00 a.m. 
Sandwiches 
LUM"S FAMOUS HOT DOG - Str-cr•c-d ,., B1·t•r 
W,Th 9 r-rry Flo.o rd :-ivrr1rc•, 1 
CHn.l DOG - Our Famous t-lo• C'cci - ..... rli Cl ii 
CHEESE DOG - Our -fa•, cus ~lo' Cc') - w,11 Ct, .. , .. 
W,Th Cheese a•-.il c,,.,, 
LUMBURGEA -- Delic,ously C,11uen1 - Choppf"d S ,1.= n 
In Our Very Q..,.r Burlr-cul• S..i..Jct• 
LU"ABU~GE.R - W,,-., :::hf'rs(' 
IMPORTED HOLlAND HAM - Hor or Cold - 0, on Egg Bun 
W,rh Cheesr 
AMERICAN CHEESE - Hot or Cold 
FAMOUS SUBMARINE SANDWICH 
FAMOUS 
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH 
Serv~ on a Butterr:td ond Toured Egg Bun 
In lb Notural )u,ces .. -· ... 80 
9",y Bui !iJeficious S;J., (),Je,s 
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES 
FRENCH FRIED ONION RINGS 
SHERRY FLAVORED SAUERKRAUT 
&a/ooJs 
FR(ED FISl-f - 5cNC'd w,•h LC'llu(!", Tomnto Cl< d Tc111ar Sou.:-r on 
35 
40 
45 
45 
55 
40 
.50 
55 
65 
35 
00 
25 
45 
20 
on (gl) Dvn 50 
FRIED CLAMS -- Sw1•<!! ond lender - Scrve-i w,•11 frcntn fr,e1., 
To,1ar Souc!" 1 00 
FRIED SHRIMP - Served .... •th rrrnch Fr,t'::l Po•a1::.1•t on(l 
Cac .. in,1 S ,, I 00 
:, 
!/Jc,•ewqes 
COFFEE 
SANKA 
HOT TEA 
ICED TEA " . 
9),•ss,·,ts 
ASSORTED PIES AND CAKES 
BALLANTINE iS•ncli) 
LOWENORAU iS'(' ,1 
DOMESTIC BEER 
15 MILK 
" 
CHOCOLATE MIU( 
" 
HOT CHOCO\.ATE 
25 SOFT DA:INKS 
2S LARGE SCHOON(R 
5S LARGE SCHOONCR 
..Lum 's gamous .!Jntc,nalional !JJ,., .• 
ANDECKEA 
DECKS 
CARLSBERG 
KIRIN 
CHA.MPALE 
GUINNESS STOUT 
HEINEKENS 
LABATTS -- ,".•r- ,.,. l 11,·r-
LOWENDRAU L J' • ·, :,,, • 
MICHELOD 
O'KEEFE"S - A' .. •.1n..: 1\, ,., 
WHITEBREAD ALE 
wu1nBURGER -· r .)! , )( ti'· 
,) ~ ,. ... 
l , r "<.!r ~ 
"' • ·•tl' ~ 
,c' ,,,i 
l.<l ., 'n 
~ ... ,. ,.,, 
\ ,•,:-i" 
!n,,,,,,I 
, ... ,- d ·~ 
15 
15 
15 
15 • 25 
JO & 35 
40 
BO 
40 & 45 
70 
a5 
05 
es 
65 
85 
as 
70 
a> 
I,() 
70 
85 
05 
'r 
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6reek Columns 
for these parties and assure 
everyone of an evening of fun. 
Pledge Mistress Michele Gera-
erdts and Associate Pledge Mis-
tress Barb Ames have been hard 
at work in preparation for the 
coming pledge period. 
All women of Ithaca College 
are cordially invited to our rush 
parties. ·we are always. glad to 
answer any questions concerning 
Delta Phi Zeta and sororities in 
general. We welcome the chance 
to share our feeling that "it's 
great to be a Greek!" 
lance producer and the man re . 
sponsible for such television pro. 
grams as "In Black America" and 
about to begin and AERho will 
"Inside Bedford Stuyvesent." IJ>i Lambda Chi 
by Brewster Ely 
This week has been a busy one 
for Pi Lam with plans for rushing 
in the making. Not only is the 
rush period of significance for 
perspective pledges, but also a 
time of hard work for the 
brothers. Pi Lam extends an open 
invitation to all male students to 
visit the house at any time in 
order that they may get to meet 
the brothers. We hope that many 
will take this opportunity to come 
up and look around the house 
and sit and talk with the 
brothers. Your choice of a fra-
ternity may be one of the most 
important decisions you will 
make at Ithaca College. 
Congratulations are in order 
for Bob (Moose) Richardson, who 
became engaged over the summer 
to senior Martha Talpey, and 
alumni brother Bill Brodsky who 
is also planning nuptials. 
Pi Lam is anxiously awaiting 
September twenty-first when the 
Varsity football team, led by cap-
tain Jim Ryan, will meet West 
Chester at Ithaca. Following the 
game we will enjoy our first 
party of the fall. We hope to see 
you all out cheering the team on 
to its first win of the season. 
Delta Kappa 
by Brian Patterson 
The Brothers of Delta Kappa 
Kauua were happy to claim as a 
success their annual Happy Hour 
Dance held last Friday night in 
the Rec. Room. We hope those 
who attended the dance had as 
good a time as we did. We would 
like to thank the Egbert Union 
Staff for their help and cooper-
ation. The only mishap of'" the 
night came when 'Bob Auble and 
a certain beer tap had a disagree-
ment as to the tap's function. 
The Brothers also held their 
first party of the year a week 
ago last Saturday at their lodge 
in Danby. In view of its success 
another party was planned for 
tomorrow night. 
Today being the .,vent of our 
first home football game we wish 
the best of luck to the Bombers 
against West Chester. 
All eligible male students are 
urged to attend the upcoming 
rush parties. Delta Kappa will 
hold their first one in the Terrace 
Lounge on Wednesday night, 
Sept. 25th, their second Monday, 
Sept. 30th in George's Lounge 
downtown on the corners of 
Green St. and Cayuga, and the 
third in the Delta Kappa House 
and Lodge, Monday, Oct. 7th. All 
three will start at 8:30 p.m. If 
you would like to rush Delta 
Kappa and are unable to attend 
at least one of these parties 
please contact our Rush Chair-
man, Mark Rowley at 3791. 
Sigma Alpha Nu 
by Muggs 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
Mu Phi Epsilon extends its 
warmest welcome to all incoming 
freshmen and returning upper-
classmen. We are finally settling 
down in our new house, and we 
wish you would drop in if you 
are in the neighborhood of Ter-
race Three-A. Freshman music 
majors, we would 'especially like 
to meet you, so come on up. 
The sisters of Mu Phi Epsilon 
are already planning many 
projects along the lines of music 
therapy as this is one of the 
major purposes of our sorority. 
We also hope- to increase the 
number of closed and open house 
recitals. Our chapter will be 
working closely this semester 
learning and spreading to others 
as much music as possible. 
The summer seemed to be full 
Plans for a Tau Alpha Mu 
Freshman Tutoring Program this 
year were brought up for discus-
sion at our last meeting. 
On behalf of the Sisterhood of 
Tau Alpha Mu, I would like to 
congratulate Sister Betsy Hein on 
her engagement to Craig Runyon, 
Sister Margo Scaringi Dady and 
her husband Mike on the birth 
of their daughter Jennifer, and 
Sister Michele Geraerdts and Jay 
Levin on their pinning. 
Delta Phi Zeta 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
The Rushing Season is also . 
holding its first Rush Party'. 
on September 25, from 7:00-9:00-' 
in the AERho House in Terrace'•; 
Seven-A. Th~- rush p_af!y is opent\ 
to all Telev1s1on-Rad10 majors atil.. 
I.C. and all other persons who~' 
have an interest in the operations: 
of the department. 
You'll Love It! 
Plans have been finalized for 
Alpha Epsilon Rho's participa-
tion in this year's Parents' Week-
end. Alpha Epsilon Rho has been 
named the department coordina-
tors for the weekend functions of 
the Television-Radio department. 
Friday night, there will be· an 
GREEKS 
Continued on page 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
open house at the South Hill THE 
.------------ i 
., 
Broadcast Center. 400 
Saturday afternoon, "there will R 
be a television program in pro- E 
duction which will be open to S 
This semester promises to be the public; this will be in produc- T 
a busy one for the sisters of tion from one p.m. until approxi- A 
A-la-Carte Dinoe., I 
until 11 :00 p.m. ~ 
Delta Phi. Tonight is our first mately four p.m. U 
~, 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha of fun for all of us. Many- sisters 
Nu would like to invite all stu- -taught music in school systems 
dents to the S~nny sponsored or at music camps; others profit-
rock dance, tomght, September ted from private studies under 
20th at 8:30 in the Rec. Room. well-known mus1c1ans. Martha 
Music_ will b.~ provided by "~he Glaze and Julie Green spent the 
Creative Act who were nothmg summer at Aspen Music School 
short of sensational in their last in Colorado. Our president, Mar-
appearance at I.C. Plenty of cold jorie Rooke, went to Dallas, Texas 
beer will also be on hand. for a Mu Phi "Epsilon Convention. 
Party of the year, which will be Saturday night is the annual R Alpha E ·1 Rh ' p ts' 400 College Ave. ~: a "bring your own" party in our psi on ° s aren A 
house. The theme is "Famous Weekend Banquet held in the N Closed Wednesday ::_.· 
Couples," and it promises to be· Union Cafeteria. The guest speak- T 
interesting, to say the least. er will bellW.alrlldlelll"_IIIGllallwln .. olljrll,lfrlllelle-l.,illiii1ii1iii1iiii1,---1 
The rushing season is about to '"J 
begin, and our first rush party is 1  
Sigma Alpha Nu returned to its Kathy Eisenberg traveled to a 
social form last Saturday night music camp in Florida. Each sis-
with a party at the Gi:oton Rod ter of Mu Phi Epsilon returned 
and Gun Club with almost total with innumerable experience for 
brotherhood participation. The us to share together, and this 
sounds of the "Chalk Circle" coming year seems to hold many 
filled the lodge while the brothers more for us. 
filled themselves with refresh-
ments. All enjoyed the occasion. 
scheduled for September 25, from 
7-9 p.m. We would like to extend 
an invitation to all Ithaca College 
women who wish to learn more 
about the Greeks and their role 
in campus life. _ 
Delta Phi Zeta is the oldest 
social sorority at Ithaca College, 
and was founded in order to pro-
mate a spirit of helpfulness, 
unity, and friendliness among the 
wome·n of Ithaca College. We are We would like to remind all 
students that Sigma Alpha Nu is involved in a number of social..-----------------------------
still running its personalized sta-
tionary sale and anyone inter-
ested should contact any brother, 
anytime, anywhere, anyplace. 
Finally, the brotherhood would 
like to extend its congratulations 
to brother Tom Capraro and 
Honey Stevens on their pinning, 
brother Jay Levin and Mjchele 
Geraerdts on their pinning, and 
to Bud Fenzel on his engagement 
to Debbie Bergerman. With these 
congratulations go our best 
wishes. 
- The brothers of Sigma Alpha 
Nu would like to extend a warm 
welcome to all Frosh and upper-
classmen to their first rush party 
this Tuesday, September 24 at 
8:00 p.m. in the Union. Refresh-
ments will be served. 
activities, including lodge parties, 
Tau Alpha Mu mixers with fraternities, and get-
by Jo Anderson togethers here at the house (Ter-
The Sisters of Tau Alpha Mu race One). This fall we hold our 
wish to invite all women students second Alumnae Weekend, and 
at Ithaca College to their rush spring will bring our annual 
parties on September 23rd and Sorority Weekend, which includes 
September 30th. Our Rush Chair-
man, Sharon Cauthen, and her 
Rush Committee have come · up 
with .!ome really unique ideas 
the intiation of new sisters, a 
cocktail party, lodge party, and 
a formal dinner dance. 
SERVICE 
EXPERT REPAIRS 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Tires 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP ANb DalVERY 
BUY 'EM·BY THE BUSHEL 
r 
Offer good 'til Oct. 31 - One per Order VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 
Good only when redeemed at store. 
The Sy~bo/· of Service 
@~o• 
!Buy a bag of Char Broiled Burgers 
Prices Start At 20c. 
A price and size for Everyone. 
A & W DRIVE-IN 
323 ELMIRA RD. AR 3-6620 
Winning ways with leather! 
Meticulously antiqued with deep deep 
color tones, and hand-lasted to take on 
the Continental look with a well-
rounded squarish toe and a blockish 
9/8 heel. Perky yet comfortable, -
272-4948 
fast, Speedy Survico ..• All Work Guaranteed 
FONTANA'S SHOE SALES 
& BUILDERS 
401 Eddy Street 
Ithaca, New York 
Cae.sar Fontana 
/ 
only thru Sept. 21 
Seamless stockings, including: 
• S_eamless Sheer, heel & toe 
• Seamless Daytime Sheer 
• Seamless· Me~h, heel & toe 
0 Seamless Aailon 
reg.-l.3S 1 .09 pr. 
or 3 prs. 3.25 
° Cantrece 
reg. l.6S 1.39pr. 
or 3 prs. 4 .15 
0 Panty hos_!!, demi-toe 
reg. 3.oo 2.39 pr. 
or 2 prs. 4.75 
HOSIERY, STREST FLOOR 
j' 
I· 
! 
l 
r 
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G k R h o B O T\\/ff ,,,-l} PhiDeltaPi ree us ing : egins 1_\Y.11.0'lllwaty \ by Beth Powell-Tuck 
-The Greek system at Ithaca College is similar to the 
columns of Greece ... Many centuries have passed and still 
these columns stand as a reminder to all of what was in Greek 
society of old. 
Greek Rush is here and it is important for us to consider 
the lesson that the ageless column have to offer ... At first 
glance we sec the majesty that was Greece, but more careful 
observation reveals the ruins of a society that had srious faults. 
The same can be observed in the Greek society at Ithaca 
College. There is no doubt that Greek life is a valuable ex-
perience, btu it is for the individual to discover whether it is 
worthwhile for him or not. 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. OPEN BOWLING 
Montour Falls NEW 
The area's most interesting dealership. 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymouth, and oth-
ITHACA 
BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
<> 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS -!?IL 9 
Seryice By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
Let's Form A 
College League ! 
CALL 272-1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
FOR ITHACA COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Nojhi11g stacks up aga~st 
_ -- J~~o~el S~~r•f 
' I.
'---
When Col Sanders makes a Xeniua? 
Boast Beef Saildwich, ho pilos so much 
tondet, thin-sliced Grado A beef onto a · 
J:,utte:red sosamo seed bun you call hardly, 
got your mouth around ill It's beof beyond.\ 
l>ellef ••• seasoned wilh tho ColOllel'a' 
TBE BEEf BEYOND 
. . . . . [ MONEY' Everyone loves it and 
Greek R~1sh 1s the height_ of f:ate_rniry life at I.C. l_t 1s by no I has plenty of it at the beginning 
means_ the epitome of fraternity life. fhe Greek Rush 1s a repre- [ of the year before the phone bills 
sentatJon of the best of a world that has \vcakncsscs. Those I and countless of other bills begin 
considering fraternity for the first time mut be aware of both I to roll in. That's why Phi Dclt is 
the trong and weak points. The Greek cnlumns of old had off with a bang selling candy( 
strength and still stand today as do our fraternities nd sororities. Now, there's no excuse of not 
There is no doubt that there is much credit to be found in this fact alone. having any money when Phi Delt 
asks you to indulge in an extra The fraternity system has strong points, but it is important 
for the individual to have an objective attitude \Vhcn looking pound or two! A ntl you really 
at the Greek system look beyond the majestic columns. By get your money's worth. Where 
l'arefully observing the entire society, the novice can only bcnc- 'I else can you buy a box of choco-
fit himself by discovering Greek society as it truly exists. late and caramel candy for $1.00 
Thomas 0. Pandick I or a big, thick bar of chocolate 
President IFC I and almonds for 50c? Ask a Phi 
Delt to sell you some - don't 
----- · wait around for her to ask you. 
The following qualifications are necessary for a rushee 
receive a bid; 
a. No first semester Freshmen are eligible to pledge 
Phi Del t is also busy with 
campus activities. This year we 
have been honored with the job 
to ·, of handling the nominations and 
elections for the king and queen 
of Fall Weekend. 
b. Students must have a minimum 1.900 accumulati\·e av-
erage to pledge; Seniors must have a 2.000 We are also involved in many 
other campus activities. You may 
hear our beautiful voices many 
nights a week practicing for 
Greek Sing. Phi Delt hopes to 
obtain another first in that de-
partment this year. 
c. Physical Therapy transfer students may pledge 
d. Transfer students in other departments with 60 hours 
credit may pledge 
c. Summer school credit will be included when determininrr 
the accumulative average 0 
CODDRNGTON 
CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
W01'HIN WALKING IDBSTANCIE 
Sandwiches - Complete Dinners - Pizza 
Why? 
To introduce 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
4:00 to 12:00 
CALL 272 - 1379 
the most elegant 
pen on 
campus. El(pensive now Bic® Clic0 for 
big spenders 
49¢ 
Only Bic would dare to torment a beouty like this. Not the girl ... 
the pen she's holding. It's tl,e new luxury model B1c Cl,c ... dcs,gned 
for scholarship athletes, lucky cord players and other rich campus 
socialites who can aHord the expensive 49-cent price. 
But don"t let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor-
rible punishment by mod scicnt,sJs, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote 
first time, every time. 
Plans are being made for Phi 
Delt's rush parties this fall. Be-
cause of the success of last year's 
I mixer rush party with our broth-er fraternity, Phi Epsilon Kappa, 
plans are being made for another 
one this year. All women in the 
field of Physical Education are in-
vited to these mixers (dates to be 
posted later). This especially in-
cludes freshmen. We would like 
to get to know you and give you 
a chance to get to know us. Feel 
free to come up and visit us any-
time. 
Under the leadership of our 
new President, Toni Beers, we 
hope to make '68-'69 the swing-
ingest and most profitable year 
ever. 
§iyluan Ntll!i 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
C[OSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
I ·coRNER GREEN & MEADOW STREETS - DTHACA, N.Y. .__ ____ , 
Everything you want in a line pen, you"ll find in the new 81c 
Clic. It's retractable. Refilloble Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like 
all Bic pens, writes first time. every time ... no matter what devilish 
abuse sadistic students devise for ,t. 
\Vott.•rmon B1c Pt·n Corporot1on, M,lford, Connecticut 064.60 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
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CLARK (Continued) 
with the freshman class officers. 
Their duties might also include 
operation of the big brother pro-
gram. 
Elections for House Council, 
Student Congress and Frosh Ad-
visory Board, will begin Sunday, 
~ (Q) N IE 8 ~ SUB ~ SHOP 
103 N. Aurora St. 
Phone 273-9922 
10% Discount on orders of 
over 20 subs. 
5~~ Discount on orders over 
$1.00 with Love Co. Cards 
(Formerly Big Daddy's) 
September 22, under the au-
thority of MGB and must be con-
cluded not later than next Thurs-
day (September 26). Schandler 
urged the dorms to elect responsi-
ble members, in the light that the 
councils will have more authority 
this year. 
lFR.ATlERNDTY JJEWIED.RY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson - Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
BE WISE 
USE CLASSIFIEDS 
CALL X3260 l'OR CLASSIFIBDS 
PRETTY PEOPLE watch your mind, 
Saturday m,:ht 12·2 on ,VICB AM & 
P:\I Uru<'e r,ro\·i<lcH Box Lunch n.t tho 
Polk-Rork Experjment. TrLLvel nt your 
O\\Il :rn,k 
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
WE RENT MOST ANYTHING 
UNITED RENT-ALL 
863 ELMIRA RD. 
278-1807 
t'LEOTION ltEFLEOTIONS-Botwcon 
now & ~ovcmber, tho otra.w polls will 
prolifornto. Thon tho grnea roots will 
tnkc over. 
RADIO ~'OOTBALL 
BOMBEitS va. WEST OHESTEit 
Snturdny - 1:46 - WIOO 
'66 KAitMANN GHIA. Originnl owner 
leaving for Europe. Wh1to with black 
upholstery. Top mochnnico.1 condition. 
Sncrifkc nt bost offm:. Phono 
~72-30·12. 
0:-SE WAY to stop n student protest 
mo\·omcnt is to mnko it n required 
<."OU?Hl'. 
ELECTIONS (Continued) 
1956, a post he held until he re-
ceived his appointment at Colum-
bia in 1963. 
Mr. Clark will be responsible 
for career counseling and grad-
uate school placement at Ithaca 
College, and he will -coordinate 
the efforts of teacher placement 
throughout the entire institution, 
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NITE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
MOSES PETER 
Your ~tate Farm Agent 
Auto - Fire - Life 
We extend a welcome back and offer yet 
another service. 
During the month of Sept. we will be 
open 7-9 p.m. in ·addition to our regu-
lar 9-5 hours. 
For Any Insurance Needs 
Call 273-5693 
Stop at 419 W. Buffalo St. 
SPORTS MIKE (Continued) 
And all indications point to 1%8 as the Year of the Longhorns. 
Another always interesting segment to collegiate footbali• 
i~ the race for the Heisman Trophy. This year, as has been the 
case in the past, there is an abundance of talent. Names such 
as Leroy Keyes of Purdue, Terry Hanratty and Jim Seymour of : 
Notre Dame, Gilbert of Texas, Ted Kwalick of Penn State ; 
Larry Smith of Florida, Bob Warmack of Oklahoma, and of I 
course, 0. J. Simpson of USC. All of these pla,yers, in their own I 
right, are excellent and extremely capable football players. Yet · 
the Heisman Trophy should be emblematic not simply of pass'. , 
ing, not simply of running, not simply of :catching passes, and '. 
not simply of blocking, but of all these criteria put together, 
The Heisman Trophy winner should be without qualification a 
complete ballplayer-one who can do it all. And Leroy Keyes°' , 
of Purdue is this kind of player. It is not enough just to say ( 
that Keyes is a great back, for he is more than that. Leroy !. 
Keyes runs with the football, he catches the foo!ba_II, he throws L 
the football, he handles kickoff chores and k1ckmg of extra ,; 
points, and in 4 games last year he played in the defensive \-
backfield as well. He is a sure triple-threat and a two-way 
player. He is perhaps the most-talented football player in recent 
memory and he deserves the Heisman Trophy because he is the 
greatesr'collegiate player in the country today. 
Thus, the prospects point toward another banner season of 
collegiate football, with plenty of excitement and suspense. 
Football is indeed an integral part of the overall college environ .. 
ment, and the spontaniety, interest, exuberance, and attendance ~l 
at all collegiate games will attest to this fact. :' 
BARNETr'S GEE'S SPORT SHOP : ~ 
210 W. State St. 
273 • 6971 
0 Guns - New & Used 
• Ammunition 
0 Reloading Equipment 
STATE & CORN STS. 
• Quality Fishing Tackle 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272-9881 
• Gun Supplies 
KLINES PHARMACY 
For every $3 purchase you receive 
a large box of facial tiss~e. 
WE HONOR LOVE CARDS 
WE CASH CHECKS 
112 N. Aurora St. 
I 
I I: I '
I I~ ! I, 
I 
I 
'----------------------
·1 
Cornell Laundry 
l'OPS ON !LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING 
Guaranteed 
S«llme Day Pick Up and Delivery 
(QJ\l' !Pat's Tailorr Shop 
Basement of Dorm 12 
(Men's High Rise) 
, Dll1l !By ~h30 - Back By 4:00 
/For Extra Fast Service - "Give us a 1/:ry11 
Main !Plant - 527 W. State Street 
273-3561 
I 
r 
1 ,,. ,. 
1. 
I 
The World 
of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
power than the rest. Most of the passing was done on Bridge-
hampton's 3100 foot main straight. The best-handling cars on 
the track seemed to be the McLarens, braking into the turns 
later and accelerating out earlier. The prize of reliability has to 
go to Mark Donohue. The testing and sorting of the USRRC 
series might be the determining factor for the Penske Can-Am 
team. The refinemnts that Donohue and Penske made to the 
McLaren M6B enabled them to set a new track record of 
111.32 MPH, breaking Bruce McLaren's record which he es-
tablished at the same Can-Am race one year ago. The point 
order for the Can-Am is now Donohue (with a third at Elk-
hart and a first at Bridgehampton), Hulme (with a first at 
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IROSIEBUID> RIESTAURANT 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals - Fine Eating at Low Prices 
JUST RIGIIT FOR STUDEI\'T BUDGETS 
111 E. STATE ST. Winning is becoming a tradition for Penske Racing as Mark D nohue went on to win the second of six Canadian-American 
C~allenge Cup races at the Bridgehampton ~ace_ Circuit l~st 
Sunday. Starting on the second row of the gnd with the t~ird 
fastest qualifying time, Donoh~e dr~>Ve a steady and determined 
Elkhart ) , and McLaren (with a second at Elkhart). With four ·~~::;;:;:;:;;;;;;:;;;::;;:;:;:;;;;;;:~::;;:;:;:;;;;;:;::;;;;;:;:;:;;;;;;:;;;:;;:;:;:;;;;;;:;: 
races left in the relatively short series, the McLarens are still ~ ... ,_..__.....,._,,...__...,.."*"_.._..,_,.._,_,_,_-~----..._ 
e takinf the lead· on the sixty-first of the 70 lap race after rac . . .1 Bruce 'Mc aren's engme lost its 01 pressure. . . 
Saturday's qualifying session yielded the pole pos1t1on to 
B uce McLaren as he toured the 2.85 mile course at 117.3 MPH 
inr his new McLaren 1'18A. R;ight _alongside ~im was his team-
mate Dennis Hulme, m an 1dent1cal car, with a lap speed of 
117.4. On the second row was Donohue in his USRRC winni~g 
McLaren M6B and Peter Revson in a McLaren Ford. Dan 
Gurncy's McLaren Ford and Jim Ha~l's Chapa_rral 2-G, the car 
he ran in the Can-~m las~ year, 01:cup1ed the_,third row. The rest 
of the grid was filled with Mano Andrett1 s Lola-Indy Ford, 
. Lothar ·Motschenbacher's McLaren Ford, Pedro Rodriguez' 
·· Ferrari and 21 others. 
. When the green flag fell on Sunday afternoon, Br~ce 
'. McLaren outdragged teammate Hulme in to _Hansgen turn with 
' Revs(!n, Donohue, G~rney and Hall followmg. The order r;· 
f~vored over the rest of the field, with a combination of reputa-
tion and numbers on their side. No matter who wins the series, 
the Can-Am is one of the best exhibitions to hit the New World 
in many decades. 
SIPIECDAIL 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
11SWEAT" SH I RTS 
!Reg. $3.25 - Now $1.99 
mained the same until lap ten as Donohue passed Revs<?n s 
Lola. On lap 14 Jim Hall moved past Gurney to secure fifth 
place. The order was still McLaren, Hulme, Donohue, Revson, 
Hall and Gurney until lap 16 as Hall moved up again to pass 
Revson, putting himself in a con:ifortable ~ourth behind D~no-
hue. While the war was still ragmg for third, fourth and fifth 
places, Dennis Hul_me was pressing McLaren for the lead. Com-
ing down the straight neck and neck on the 20th lap Hulme 
.. made his move and outbraked McLaren into Hansgen turn for 
~ first place. Hall was still gaining on third place Donohue, but 
Photos by Ron Cohn 
Dennis Hulme (No. 5) passing teammate and car builder Bruce 
Mclaren (No. 4) on Bridgehampton's main straight. Eventual 
winner Mark Donohue can be seen in background . 
-1r~~-- ~:=:.~~~~-----·- I ....•••......•• , ....•. ,.., .............................. , ....• 
Donohue w;isn't giving Hall many chances for ~ big move._ On 
lap 26, Dan Gurney, who had been running sixth, came into 
the pits for undisclosed reasons. Lap 32 ended the Hall-Donohue 
battle as Hall passed Donohue in the main straight. Two laps 
later, Hall again made his move and passed second plae Mc-
Laren. 
Hulme, winner of the first race at Elkhart Lake, had been 
enjoying a pleasant ride in first for the last 17 laps. He mu~ 
have been quite 'surprised when he saw the wing of Hall's 
Chaparral in bis mirror, especially after having seen his team-
mate in second on the preceeding lap. Hall made his move on 
.Hulme on the 38th lap, three laps after passing McLaren, and 
motored to first place. On the following lap, McLaren passed 
Hulme, as if he had gotten a second wind, and was chasing 
Hall. Meanwhile, Gurney had re-entered the race and was 9 laps 
back. Hall's first place occupancy was shortlived as McLaren 
passed him four laps after he had captured the lead. Obviously, 
Hall was suffering from mechanical problems for he had con-
siderable power over the rest of the field, including McLaren and 
Hulme. Two laps later, after losing the lead to McLaren Hall 
was again passed by Hulme and on the following lap by Dono-
hue. The order was now McLaren, Hulme, Donohue, and Hall. 
It seemed as though the McLaren team was acting sportsman-
like letting the opposition play around in first place for awhile 
and then taking it back again ( as you remember, McLaren and 
Hulme won all but one race last year and placed 1, 2 in the 
first race this year). Ths ~ould have been the case if the Mc-
Laren's had exhibited their usual reliability. But on lap 52 
Dennis Hulme's engine blew while running behind first place 
McLaren. This event gave second place to Donohue with Hall 
,_ still maintaining third and Motschenbacher a surprising founh. 
·fit, Jhe order remained the same for nine laps until McLaren lost 
~ · his oil pressure and had to retire also. The Penske crew went wild 
as they saw Bruce McLaren limp in and Roger Penske im-
mediately gave Donohue the sign to take it easy. When the 
checkered flag fell it was Mark Donohue, Jim Hall and Lothar 
Motschenbacher taking the honors. 
The real crowd-pleaser of the day was Jim Hall in his 
Chaparral 2-G. Hall had always been· the "dark horse" of 
USRRC and Can-Am using new and radical components in his 
cars. He was the first succesful user of an automatic trans-
mission in a race· car and the originator of the stabilizing 
, "wing." Hall also utilizes fiberglass in the chassis and his new 
-2-H, which he crashed in testing, has fiberglass suspension com-
ponents. The Chevy powerplant in Hall's car, although all the 
front-runners used similar engines, seemed to develop more 
L.l 
CLUNTON HOTEL BARBERSHOP 
116 N. Cayuga St. 
SEE TONY & LARRY 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
RAZOR-CUnlNG, STYLING, FLAT TOPS 
LATEST MAGAZINES AND PAPERS 
Photos by Ron Cohn 
Roger Penske passing on sig-
nals to Mark Donohue. Mes-
sage tells Donohue that he is 
on the last lap and has a 42 
second lead over second-place 
Hall. 
For copies of any pictures 
appearing in THE ITHACAN, 
please contact Dave Brown-
stein at X3207 or X3785. 
Ciardi 
Continued 
wood Award in Poetry. After 
serving in World War II as an 
aerial gunner in the B-20 offen-
sive against Japan, he went to 
Harvard as an Instructor in Eng-
lish and then as Briggs-Copeland 
Assistant Professor. In 1958, he 
went to Rutgers where he became 
Professor of English, resigning 
in 1961 to become a free lance 
writer and lecturer. "I was be-
ginning to feel too safe," he I 
says, "- and too repetitious." ; 
His first fling at free-lancing • 
was as Host of the CBS-TV Net- i 
work Show "Accent," from 1961- ; 
1962. "It wasn't the best possible • 
start," he confesses. "The show f 
was taken off the air and re-
1
• 
placed by 'Mr. Ed, the Talking 
Horse,' - an embarrassing kind 
of technological unemployment." 
1
+ 
But, though Professor Ciardi 
has left regular college teaching, f 
his books have not. His "How + 
Does a Poem Mean?", an intro-
duction to poetry text, is used in 
over 200 colleges and universi-
ties. He is also acclaimed as the 
definitive translator of Dante in-
to English. 
TO PLACE AN ITHACAN AD CALL 
274-3260 
or X 3260 
FIVE YEA~S AGO, J05 
COS~tJTINI f~'?,.~/J 
SHOES ANOO SINCC. I 1HfM EVE.-.. ~-
COSENTINI SHOE REBUILDER$ 
117 NORTH AURORA - ITHACA 272 - 2900 
PICK UP IEVIERY DAY 
- at-
D. C. Cleaning Center 
Ground Floor Dorm 12 
JOHNNY'S BIG RED GRllll.. 
202-4 Dryden Road 
Open 7 Days a Week - 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS FOOD AT THE RIGHT PRICES 
Evening Supper Menu - 8 p.m. - l a.m. 
COME IN AND SEE US! 
' 
I 
I 
SMOOTH DATES l 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious f 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The mood at the t 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-j • 
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner • 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
109 South Aurora St., Ithaca, N. Y. Ph.one 272 -1618 
,''( 
OWNED & OPERATED BY DRYDEN RADIO & T.V. SVCE, CO. 
lAFA YETIE ~~IIDO@ 
!ELECTRON ~cs 
"ASSOC. 
STORE" 
t 
~;a· ~ ~i?§{Jffi 
i:~ 
;.~ .. 
~~ 
-5-; 
~f 
(~~ 
'",.;-c 
~~ 
"We Service 
What We Sell" 
MOTOROLA 
COLOR TIEllEV~SION 
1~ LARGE DISPLAY of TV - PORT ABLES - STEREOS J "Your Electronics Supermarket" 
).. - OVER 10,000 PARTS IN STOCK -
;: YOUR OISCOU NTS . "Make Your Dollar Go Farther" 
TO N.V.S. ELEC. 1300 ITHACA·DRVDEN RO. RTEfi366 
·., ;-u6ti.~~~~ r c 273-8777 
DRYDEN ROUTE~l3 ITHACA,N,V. 
I 
I 
f 
SPORTS 
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1Bom1bers Ope1Dl Season 
Tomorrow 
Rams Undefeated· 
Last Season 
Ithaca College will open its 39th 
football season this Saturday, 
when the highly explosive and 
highly favored West Chester Rams 
come to town for a 2 p.m. en-
counter. 
There are quite a few mem-
bers of the squad who remember 
last year's 47-0 licking which the 
Rams administered at West Ches-
ter. It was the worst game of foot-
ball the team played all year, and 
it came against its strongest 
opponent. 
If there are any hopes for an 
Ithaca upset on Saturday, though, 
things will have to improve over 
last Saturday's scrimmage at the 
University of Rochester. 
"I'm truly disappointed," was 
the frank answer Head Coach Jim 
Butterfield had concerning the 
showing. 
"I truly expected to see a great 
improvement over our work 
against Brockport the week be-
fore," Butterfiled said, 'but over-
all we did not do the job as well. 
This was especially true of our 
offensive and defensive linemen. 
Those boys did not hit and if they 
expect to come close to West 
Chester, they will have to im-
prove almost 100%. The name of 
the game is hitting and we are 
not doing it." 
On paper, things came out O.K. 
for the Ithacans, who won the 
controlled scrimmage, 20-14. 
However, anyone viewing the 
game for the first half wouldn't 
have needed Butterfield's opinion, 
Ithaca was ragged. 
It picked up momentum in the 
second hall and scored two touch-
downs on long marches to win 
the scrimmage. However, despite 
these second half heroics, Butter-
field was not that impressed after 
viewing the films Sunday evening. 
"We did improve somewhat," he 
said, "but it was not enough to 
beat a team like West Chester, 
This week, it will be pre-season 
practice all over and the kids 
will work hard." 
Butterfield spotlighted several 
individuals for their work Satur-
day. -
"I was very happy with Al 
Burczak (Syosset, L.I.) at split 
end. Here is a boy who goes out 
day after day and does a fine 
job. He's always belting someone 
and setting up th_e plays correct-
ly. 
"'Jim Bell (Ithaca),. our defen-
sive safety, was again very strong. 
The top defensive lineman was 
Wes Kissel (Olive Bridge), our 
junior tackle. On offense, it was 
center, Gary Worden (Bingham-
ton)," Butterfield remarked. 
"The films revealed," Butter-
field continued, "that our passing 
game under Mike Podlucky (Grand 
Island) and Doug Schneider (In-
terlaken), had improved but not 
enough, and that the running 
game was still behind schedule. 
The overall play in the defensive 
backfield was good except in one 
area, which can be taken care of." 
One wonders, after viewing the 
scrimmage on Saturday, if the 
team didn't have its mind on West 
Chester. This could be the answer. 
If it isn't, the Ithacans are in for 
trouble. West Chester is loaded, 
as witness the 47-0 rout of last 
season. And they don't let up. 
The Rams lost their great quar-
terback, Jim Haynie, but they have 
a major part of last year's team 
back, which went undefeated dur-
ing the regular season before los-
ing in the Tangerine Bowl. The 
big man in their attack will be 
fullback, Bert Nye, who led the 
nation in scoring in '67 with 129 
points. He also rushed for 947 
yards. 
If the lthacans play up to their 
potential, it should be a good 
ball game. If not, well Butterfield 
would rather not think about that 
possibility. 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Tomorrow afternoon, the 
Bombers kickoff their 1968 sea-
son by playing host to west 
Chester State (Pa.). Last season 
West Chester was undefeated, 
they won the Pennsylvania State 
Conference Championship, the 
Lambert Cup, and participated 
in the Tangerine Bowl. But 27 
seniors graduated, and among 
them were 15 starters, and thus 
it would appear that the Rams 
are in for a re-building season. 
AlthOugh West Chester's sea-
son opener is against I.C., the 
Rams have already been dealt a 
severe blow by a rash of injuries. 
Ron D'Alonzo, veteran offensive 
right tackle, sustained a broken 
forearm in a recent scrimmage, 
and is not expected to play at all 
this season. Dave Eavenson and 
Bob Tomlinson, other veteran of-
fensive linemen, have both sus-
tained lesser injuries to their 
knee t1nd thigh respectively, and 
the injuries may limit their play-
ing time. If the injuries aren't 
enough to plague West Chester, 
the Rams are also faced with the 
problem of inexperience. Such 
key positions as the defensive 
secondary, the interior defensive 
line, and the quarterback position 
will all be manned by either 
sophomores or non-lettermen. 
Sophomore Steve Dilts has the 
inside track on the starting 
quarterback berth. Dilts has all 
the credentials to be an excellent 
quarterback, the question is 
whether he can perform under 
pressure. However, not all is on 
the dark side for West Chester. 
End Don Wilkinson, who led the 
team in pass receiving last year 
with 53 receptions and 8 touch-
downs, is back for his final fling 
as a collegiate player. The Rams' 
offensive backfield is a good one, 
led by veteran halfback Bert Nye_ 
The 5-10, 195-pounder led the 
nation in scoring last year with 
131 points, and also rushed for 
947 yards. In addition to Nye, 
Rocky Rees, a solid 205-pounder, 
will handle the fullbacking 
chores, while small but speedy 
Paul Dunkelberg~r will man the 
flankerback position and return 
kickoffs and punts. 
Thus, West Chester appears to 
be in for a re-building season. In-
experience at key positions and 
injuries have also taken their toll 
on West Chester. As a result, one 
thing is clear: I.C. will not lose 
by any 47-0 to West Chester this 
time around. 
WA AIBegios 
Activities {~p r)1r1·r~~ 1• 1-.. ]J1~, f by Chris Flatley -::.J ...!J ~ ·J _ This past week, W .A.A. began 
by Mike Hinkehnan the activities which will run for 
T OOt · . . . _ the 1968-69 season. We have a 
_ he 1 . h campaign of mtercolieg!ate football swmgs into busy schedule ahead of us and it 
high gear this weekend, and once ag.i.m college football is ex- is hoped that the--apparent inter-
pected. to p~oduce another thrill-packed season with conference est we've seen will continue 
c~amp!onsh1ps, ~he battles for ~he _"m~hical" national cham- ·throughout the year. 
p10nsh1p and He1sman Trophy h1ghhghtmg the season. The Co-Ed Softball game 
Many of_ the maior confe_rences, including the South- scheduled for Sept. 11 has been 
eastern, the Big Ten, and the So~thwcst, are expected to be so postponed until further notice. 
well-balan_ccd that not eve~ the f1erest. of p~ognosticator~ would The reason? _ some typically 
dare to pick a probable wmner at this pomt. For example, in Ithaca rain. (Maybe someday we'll 
the Southeastern Conference, Florida, .. AJabama, and Tennessee have the comfort of a dome cover-
are all generally conceded to have the best shot at winning that ing all of South Hill to protect 
conference'~ championship, an?ually marked by the m?~t rugged us from the rainy elements!) The 
of battles right down to the fmal weekend of compet1t1on. Yet new date will soon be announced 
in last_ weekend's nationally-televised collegiate opener, viewer~ so make sure you keep a look-out. 
would have had to concur that Georgia certainly cannot be Running, fielding and batting 
counted out of the race by any means. In that game, Georgia with two· people could prove to 
battled favored !ennessee to a 1_7-1~ stai:idoff and the Bulldo_gs' be quite a new experience. 
defense raged wild as ever. Keepmg m mmd that season-openmg Intramural Softball bad its 
games are usually riddled with defensive mistakes and mental first meeting this past Wednes-
errors, the Georgia defense executed with precision, made sure day. If you haven't joined us, 
tackles, and demonstrated a general, overall cohesiveness despite come on down and get in on the 
the fact they yielded 17 points. Such play can hardly be con- fun and sun(?). 
strued as that of an also-ran. Both the Tennis and the Field 
In the Southwest Conference, Texas, Arkansas and Texas Hockey Clubs had their orienta-
!'-&M are expected to batt1e it out for the champio~ship, while tion meetings Sept. 11 and the 
in the Big Ten, Purdue, Ohio State, and Indiana figure to pro- amount of_ interest shown indl-
duce a struggle for that conference's championship that could cated success on the tennis courts 
be the most exciting in recent memory. Close, exciting races in and the hockey field. Miss Car. 
lesser conferences will no doubt also be prominent. nell is working with the Tennis 
If conferei:ice races a~e e~pected to be nip-and-tuck right C:lub in preparation for their 
down to the wire, the nat1onw1de battle for the No. 1 team in first match on Oct. 1 at Wells. 
college football should be equally as close. Any number of teams The Field Rockey team has its 
including Purdue, USC Texas Oklahoma Alabama Notr~ first game Sept. 24 at Hartwick. 
Dame, Penn State, and Florida ~ould be No: 1 at seas~n's end. Miss Hicks is the coach and is 
However, an examination of each team's relative weaknesses busy getting the girls ready for a 
can narow down the list, Purdue, USC, and Notre Dame, un- busy seaso?·. 
paralleled by any teams offensively, have had their defensive ~e Offi~als ~lub for_ Gym. 
ranks all but decimated by graduation. You cannot win with nasties had its first meeting on 
offense alone! Florida, excellent on both offense and defense, s_ept. 17- If 3:ou have any qu~s-
unfortunately plays the weakest of schedules in the South- lions or are mterested ask Miss 
eastern Conference, The Gators don't have to play either Ten- Marranca and I'm sure she'll be 
nessee or Alabama, and.as a result a glossy record would have glad to ta~ to yo~ about it. 
to take this into account. Thus, this leaves us with Tex~s, Synch~onize~ Swun Club under 
Oklahoma, Alabama, and Penn State. Texas is loaded with a the advisorship_ of ~rs. An~er. 
wealth of talent both on offense and defense, including Heisnian ~0 \ a~;c' :ad itsf frr5t meeting 
Trophy candidate Chris Gilbert, the greatest runner in South- ep ·b ·th any 0
11 
ytouhmustt re. 
C f h . d b · · l h D mem er e exce en s ow hese west on ercnce 1sory, an oasts its 1mpeccab e coac arrell · ls d t 1 t Royal. Oklahoma is also well-balanced, but must face Notre Ngrro _asnth~~:_ put ont '.15 yleard. 
D · · AI b · 1 ll b 1 d w 1 e ...,,,e o ge mvo ve . ame m its seaso? opener: a ama 1s extreme y we - a ance , Girls. come down and see the fun 
and ,Bear Brya~t s team 1s expected to be stro~ge~ than last and satisfaction you can get out 
years team wh!ch lost only once. Penn S~ate, fielding a team of participating. This activity is 
that has pr'!-c~1cally every _starter returning from. last year's co-ed. That means guys too!'! Syn: 
squad that fm1shed _No. 10 1~ the country, has a fme a~d all- cronzed Swim Club meets on 
around team as any m the nation, but unfortunately the N1ttany Tuesdays from 7.9 pm 
Lions play th_eir _ball in the East, wh~re the poll experts say That's all for this· w~ek. watch 
Thus, the ch01ce 1s narrowed down to either Alabama or Texas. for notices in your dorms and in 
colleges te·nd to degrade and de-emphasize collegiate football. the PhYsical Education building 
Please turn to page 10 for all the new happenings, 
- -- .. - ;·~ 
SPORTS 
Hot Corner 
by Ben Reese J 
Now that things are back to normal and everyone is getting I 
back into the groove of 'going to classes and 5tudying and 
working (and hating every minute of it), I thought that it 
would be nice if we took a look at the Football team rather 
closely. By this I mean" comparing them with themselves, by 
comparing heights, weights and distance from home. 
When it comes to size, Bob Dowell is the largest the 
Bombers have had in years. Bob weighs in at 267 and stands a 
big 6'4" in his stocking feet. At the other end of the scale is h 
Tony Scaringe at 155 pounds and Rick Gehler at 5'7". Most of ( 
the rest of the squad range betweeen 5'10" and 6'1". The a\Cr, I' 
age weight is around 185 pounds. : 
In distance from home, Bob Dowell again reigns supreme, 
coming to IC. from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Bob Aloian is 
the only player on the team from outside the Ujiited States, 
living in St. Catherines, Ontario, Canada. The closest to home '. · 
are ... well, are the three players from Ithaca, Dick Backer, ;' 
Jim, Bill and Dave Bonny 
Three of these sophs are vying for the quarterback job. They 
Thre eof these sophs are vying for the quarterback job. They 
are Larry Hamm, Mike Podlucky, and Doug Schneider. Another 
sopohomore who fits into Coach Jim Butterfield's plans quite ' 
nicely is Charlie Hill. Hill began the year as a defensive back \ 
but has been converted to flanker with fine results. In the--
scrimmage with the University of Rochester, he caught one of 
the three tuochdown passes. Another fine end caught the other 
two. He is Gary Meierdiercks. Meirerdiercks is also converted 
to end from his position of last year as a tackle. Captain Jim 
Ryan believes that these two could be two of the best the 
Bombers have ever had because "they have good hands, the 
good moves necessary for a pass-catcher and an uncanny ability 
to get open on their pass patterns." 
The sophs to watch are the quarterbacks Mike Podlucky 
and Doug Schneider have been the front runners since practice lj 
began. Both players are the same size and both move well t 
The real battle will be .to see who starts in the first game 
against West Chester. The pros often say that it is impossible ' 
to win the championship with a rookie quarterback. The 
Bombers are going to try and prove thi~ _adage untrue both :it 
quarterback and at numerous other positions. · 
• • • • I 
- I 
The Bombers open with West Chester tomorrow at home. I 
Get out and support the team and root them to their first vic-
tory of the season and their first victory eve"r over West Chester. '. 
,. 
Team Voices Great 
Expectations lor 168 Seqson \ 
by Joe Lapierre vided by Jerry Gardner in the , 
This is the year of the- bomber. RPI game. Our reply to the ludi- ·. 
The whole team including crous statement in the -downtown ~ 
coaches Wood and Fasio are real- paper about Cornell beating us in ·J 
ly thinking positively. Why the a scrimmage was to trounce them "-7' 
positive attitude? We bad a 3-1. Al Baumgarten scored two 
tournamnt in Oneonta, Saturday, goals and Dale Dirk added the 
in which the team really started icing, The defense looked very 
to jell. Although we won one, good and will be our strong point 
l9st one, and tied one, none of all year. As for that scrimmage 
the teams were better than we we were supposed to have lost, \.: 
were. The tournament was run when the first team left to go 
on 44 minute games and if we back to N.C. we were winning 
had had regulation time we 1-0. After another hour it was 2-1 
would have scored more often. and they still bad in their first 
The team proved to be in good team, so I say so much for the 
condition and ran well, curing a Big? Red, Next week a prosp2c- ..,. i 
problem that we had last year. tus of the team and our chances 
The scoring punch was pro- against opponents. 
Tomorrow 
Bombers 
vs. 
W. Chester 
2:00 
Home 
Opener 
, . 
t 
~-
